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Abstract: Lithium, the lightest and most electronegative metallic element, has long been considered the 

ultimate choice as a battery anode for mobile, as well as in some stationary applications. The high 

electronegativity of Li is, however, a double-edged sword— it facilitates a large operating voltage when 

paired with essentially any cathode, promising a high cell-level energy density, but is also synonymous 

with a high chemical reactivity and low reduction potential. The interfaces a Li metal anode forms with any 

other material (liquid or solid) in an electrochemical cell are therefore always mediated by one or more 

products of its chemical or electrochemical reactions with that material. The physical, crystallographic, 

mechanical, electrochemical, and transport properties of the resultant new material phases (interphases) 

regulate all interfacial processes at a Li metal anode, including electrodeposition during battery recharge. 

This Review takes recent efforts aimed at manipulating the structure, composition, and physical properties 

of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed on an Li anode as a point of departure to discuss the 

structural, electrokinetic, and electrochemical requirements for achieving high anode reversibility. An 

important conclusion is that while recent reports showing significant advances in the achievement in highly 

reversible Li anodes, e.g. as measured by its Coulombic Efficiency (CE), raise prospects for as significant 

progress towards commercially relevant Li metal batteries, the plateauing of CE values at around 99±0.5% 
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apparent from a fuller analysis of this literature is problematic because CE values of at least 99.7%, and 

preferably >99.9% are required for Li metal cells to live up to the potential of the Li anode. On this basis, 

we discuss promising approaches for creating purpose-built interphases on Li, as well as for fabricating 

advanced Li electrode architectures for regulating Li electrodeposition morphology. Considering the large 

number of physical and chemical factors involved in achieving fine control of Li electrodeposition, we 

believe that achievement of the remaining 0.5% in anode reversibility will require fresh approaches, perhaps 

borrowed from other fields. We offer perspectives on both current and new strategies for achieving highly 

reversible Li anodes with the specific aim of engaging established contributors and newcomers to the field 

in the search for scalable solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Broader context 

Electrochemical cells as platforms for storing electrical energy has a history of more than two hundred 

years. Alessandro Volta first described the operating principles for such cells and in 1800 demonstrated the 

first device-scale examples capable of generating continuous electric current.1, 2 Since then, electrochemical 

battery technology has progressed in fits and starts, but the most sustained periods of progress coincide with 

advances in human society in diverse domains —implanted medical devices,3 mobile phones  to robots,4 

cars.5  In short, batteries have emerged as an essential, enabling technology for modern life6— that in turn 

drives demand for better devices for storing and transporting electrical energy.

Particularly after the millennium the challenge of achieving electrochemical energy storage in battery 

systems at densities competitive with fossil fuels has emerged as a global priority. The supply of fossil 

fuels, including petroleum, natural gas and coal, is finite and non-renewable but presently accounts for 

approximately 80% of the total U.S. energy consumption. It is therefore a serious concern that the depletion 

times for the commercially most important fossil fuels — oil, coal and gas —are approximately 24, 96 and 

26 years, respectively.7 Energy generation using fossil fuels is also based on combustion processes that first 

convert the stored-up chemical energy to heat. Subsequent conversion of this energy to mechanical or 

electrical energy is for fundamental thermodynamic reasons less efficient than the direct conversion of 

chemical energy to electricity in an electrochemical cell.  Additionally combustion of all fossil fuels 

produce CO2,8 a greenhouse gas that has been implicated  in climate change.9, 10 Thanks to the rapidly falling 

costs of energy generation from renewable technology, including solar and wind, the levelized unit cost is 

now at levels, i.e. $0.05/kWh,11 which makes them competitive with traditional combustion-based energy 

generation technologies. The inherent intermittency and variability of energy generated from the sun or 

wind is problematic because it renders energy generation from either source non-dispatchable and hence 

immensely difficult to integrate in an electric power network/grid with complex duty demand. Availability 
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of electrical energy storage technologies that can be manufactured at scale and which are able to achieve 

amortized unit costs competitive with the levelized cost of production would provide fresh, even disruptive 

opportunities for the design of cost-effective, dispatchable electric power systems (see Fig. 1A 12).

Currently, battery systems cost too much and suffer from a variety of technical and safety limitations that 

have limited market penetration. For example, though costs have been falling rapidly in recent years, the 

unit cost of Li batteries currently range from approximately $20/kWh (Li-S) to ($120-$200)/kWh (Li-ion). 

This makes them uncompetitive for large scale energy storage applications.13 The argument for developing 

highly reversible battery systems is then explicit; the amortized unit power cost of a battery system is 

inversely proportional to its life time, since the acquisition cost is an essentially one-time investment, which 

also includes the manufacturing and installation costs.14 As a short-term goal, a Li-ion battery system with 

an installed cost of $100/kWh would require a cycle life of at least 3000 cycles to achieve an amortized that 

is comparable to the levelized cost of energy generation from renewables. Since one would ideally like the 

overall system (generation + storage) levelized costs to be competitive with present day costs of electricity, 

lower cost batteries and much longer battery lifetimes are clearly required. For example, at an installed  cost 

of $20/kWh, a Li-S battery that achieves a cycle life of 1000 cycles, would add only $0.02 to the overall 

power cost.  It is straightforward to show that if the life time of such metal anode Li batteries can exceed 

2000 cycles their amortized cost become competitive with other lower cost and more earth abundant 

candidate battery anode chemistries, e.g. Zn15 and Al16.

Fossil fuels play as important a role in powering transportation as in electric power generation. In addition 

to cost and cycle life, batteries able to replace fossil fuels in the transportation sector must achieve high 

energy density. For example, the energy density of a commercial grade gasoline is 12.2x103 Wh/kg which 

is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than the 1~3×102 Wh/kg (e.g. 280 Wh/kg for Graphite-LiCoO2, 400 

Wh/kg for Zn-MnO2) that can be achieved in contemporary battery technology. As illustrated in Figs. 1B 

and 1C advanced lithium battery designs in which the graphite anode is replaced with a metallic lithium 

foil, in principle provide the most promising battery platform for bridging the large gap in energy density 
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between fossil fuels and batteries. We note that prototype  versions of such batteries in which Li metal or 

Li-Al metal alloy anodes were paired with a TiS2 cathode were among the first examples of rechargeable 

Lithium batteries pioneered by Whittingham17.  Later studies by Goodenough18 showed that replacing the 

TiS2 with a LiCoO2 cathode would nearly double the cell potential (from 2V to approximately 4 V); opening 

the way for today’s commercial Li-ion battery chemistries that took advantage of Yoshino’s19 discovery 

that use of graphitic carbons  as the host for Li at the anode dramatically improved the cycle life, stability, 

and manufacturability of lithium batteries. For this troika of discoveries and for the associated 

transformational changes to human life brought about in the 28 years since the Li-ion batteries’ 

commercialization by Sony in 1991, Whittingham, Goodenough, and Yoshino shared the 2019 Nobel Prize 

in Chemistry. In search of better batteries that offer higher storage capacity and in some cases lower cost 

than possible with Li-ion technology, there has been a recent global reviving of published papers (Fig. 1C-1) 

and number of citations (Fig. 1C-2)  in battery designs that use Li metal as the anode.20 The fundamental 

obstacle though is that in order to create lithium-metal batteries capable of meeting the safety and cycle life 

requirements for practical implementation, scalable approaches are required both for regulating Li metal 

electrodeposition and for achieving levels of electrode reversibility that are comparable to the graphite 

anode in state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries.

1.2 Promise and fundamental requirements for practical lithium metal anodes 

Lithium metal has been dubbed the Holy Grail battery anode material for at least three reasons that 

underscore the promise of Li metal batteries. First, Li has the lowest electrochemical potential which 

translates into a high battery working voltage when paired with a variety of cathode chemistries. Second, 

Li is the lightest metal, yielding a high storage capacity per unit anode mass.  Finally, a Li metal anode 

provides an energy-dense source of Li+ ions, which makes the anode compatible with a broad range of 

cathodes, including non-lithiated earth-abundant materials (e.g. MnO2, S, O2, CO2), which provides more 

versatility in the battery design than possible with any other electrode chemistry. 
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In order to realize the promise of the Li anode, fully reversible Li plating/stripping must occur upon battery 

cycling. When this condition is achieved in a battery, the mass of Li in the anode exactly matches that 

required to fully lithiate the cathode material, and the so-called Negative to Positive (N:P) capacity ratio = 

1:1, Fig. 2A. In practice, this condition is rarely achieved21, 22 with the result that most published results 

touting advances in Li metal anode stability do so in cells in which N/P >> 1. In each plating/stripping 

cycle, a portion of the Li metal is irreversibly lost, meaning that the high cycle life of the battery is achieved 

only by adding enough Li to compensate for this loss. A quantitative measure of the plating/stripping 

reversibility, the Coulombic Efficiency (CE = Amount of Li that can be stripped / the amount of Li that is 

plated), may be used to roughly estimate the excess of Li required for a desired cell operating lifetime under 

specified operating conditions. Fig. 2B-1 illustrates this point more concretely by reporting the dependence 

of battery cycle life on CE for Li metal batteries with N:P ratio equal to 1:1. Currently, the end-of-life of a 

battery is defined as the time at which its discharge capacity decreases to 80% of the initial value. Under 

this definition, in order to a achieve a cycle life of 200 cycles, a CE of 99.9% is required, which has so far 

not been possible with any battery utilizing a Li metal anode.

One might naively think that the cycle life achieved for a specified CE can be arbitrarily increased  by 

increasing the N:P ratio (e.g. when the N:P ratio is 3:1, a cycle life of 200 requires a CE of around 99% 

(Fig. 2B-2), which has already been reported in multiple literatures). Unfortunately, as illustrated in Fig. 

2A the specific capacity of the Li metal anode is a strong decreasing function of the N:P ratio. Such that 

from the perspective of the amount of energy stored per unit mass, a Li metal battery with N:P ratio greater 

than 3:1, corresponding to an effective specific capacity of 1000 mAh/g for the anode, is no more 

advantageous than a Li-ion cell in which the graphite anode is replaced by Sn. We note further that for the 

more typical case studied in the majority of papers reported thus far, N:P ≥ 10, the Li metal anode for all of 

its theoretical promise offers no practical improvement in the amount of energy stored per unit mass that a 

state-of-the art Li-ion battery. Hence, it is imperative that in a practical lithium metal cell, the N:P ratio is 

kept below 3:1 (true specific capacity = 1286 mAh/gLi), preferable below 1.2:1,  (true specific capacity = 
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3216 mAh/gLi) and best exactly at 1:1 (true specific capacity = 3860 mAh/gLi)  in order to realize the promise 

of this “Holy Grail” anode material chemistry in practical batteries. Of note is that, the last situation where 

no extra Li is prestored is particularly, called “anode free”, is particularly desired since no handling of 

highly reactive, air sensitive Li metal is required during manufacturing. 

Figure 3 summarizes the Li anode reversibility in terms columbic Inefficiencies (CIE = 1-CE) and 

corresponding cycle life reported for Li metal anodes in the literature. For clarity Coulombic Inefficiency 

(y-axis) is plotted in a logarithmic scale. The details are tabulated in Table 1. It should be noted further that 

the cycle life (x-axis) values reported in the figure is a measure of how many cycles the specified CE value 

can be maintained and is therefore different from the cycle life of a full battery discussed in the previous 

paragraph. The figure shows that great progress has been made towards a close to unity Li plating/stripping 

CE, from ~50% in 1974 to the state-of-the-art values of 99%±0.5% in 2018 and 2019. The plateauing at 

99.0%~99.5% apparent from the figure is nonetheless a source of concern because as depicted in Fig. 2B, 

the compounding effect of the remaining 0.5% on cycle life is substantial. The plateau may also be 

interpreted as proof that further advancement in improving Li plating/stripping CE is getting increasingly 

difficult and could reflect fundamental chemical stability limits imposed by the nature of currently available 

Li metal foils and electrolytes. We note however, that anodes composed of Na, a more reactive counterpart 

of Li, have been reported to achieve plating-stripping efficiencies of >99.9% in ether-based electrolytes and 

>99.5% in conventional carbonates23 indicating that the analogous search for scalable strategies for 

achieving CEs that overcome this remaining 0.5% Li is an achievable priority research direction. Fig. 4 

provides a roadmap that we believe could be used to guide such research towards commercially-viable Li 

metal anodes. The development of practical battery systems that utilize Li metal anode relies on a high Li 

plating/stripping efficiency that is directly determined by the electrodeposition morphology of Li, as will 

be discussed in section 1.3. Multiple factors play nonnegligible roles in the electrodeposition of Li in a 

coupled manner, meaning that this process is fundamentally complicated; it however also means that, there 
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are ample opportunities that one could use to regulate Li growth, on the basis of the decoupling of their 

roles in the process.

Apart from the need for developing Li anodes with high reversibility, anode and electrolyte configurations 

that facilitate safe operations under normal running conditions, as well as in battery abuse scenarios, is a 

requirement for practical interest in Li metal battery technology. It is in our view the most important driver 

for research aimed at achieving fine control of Li electrodeposition morphology during recharge. It is 

understood for instance that non-planar, rough or dendritic electrodeposition of Li during battery recharge 

compound already serious safety concerns about any of the aprotic liquid electrolyte used in Li-ion batteries. 

Here, however, details of the various morphologies formed upon recharge of a Li anode matter in terms of 

whether the anode fails as a result of poor reversibility, generation of undesirable side products,  or due to 

dendrite-induced short circuiting.24, 25 Wu et al. for example reported that two types of dendrites are created 

during continuous Li plating/stripping: one mainly causes an increase in impedance, while the other 

aggressively propagates towards the counter electrode causing battery short.26 Similarly fatal Li dendrite 

penetration was reported in solid-state electrolyte.27 A less abrupt but similarly problematic issue is gassing. 

Gaseous products are continuously generated during cycling as Li undergoes parasitic chemical reactions 

with the electrolyte.28 For example, Li+C3H4O3(EC) →  Li2CO3 + C2H4.29 Gassing could lead to serious 

safety issues, such as ignition of the highly flammable volatile organic solvents vented into the ambient 

atmosphere.30 The continuous gassing is in the first place because of the high reactivity dictated by the 

thermodynamics, but also caused by the creation of fresh, unpassivated Li surface upon unregulated 

electrodeposition.31 Particularly, the dendritic, porous nature of electrodeposited Li renders a large exposed 

surface area for the undesirable reaction. This effect can be quantitatively evaluated using a simple 

geometric model. Assuming a 3 mAh/cm2 areal deposition capacity, the total surface area of Li fibers that 

are 2 μm in diameter is 20 times higher than that of compact Li. Despite that a larger surface area enhances 

the reaction kinetics during Li plating/stripping as revealed in a recent simulation study,32 the aggravated 

side reactions over cycling could pose additional challenge in designing safe Li metal anode with prolonged 
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cycle life. Achieving compact Li morphology by regulating the electrodeposition is therefore necessary for 

practical Li metal batteries. 

Even Li-ion batteries using intercalation anodes, such as graphite and Si, suffer from analogous issues faced 

by Li metal batteries. Tens of thousands cases of Li-ion battery fires/explosions have been reported;31 these 

accidents are caused by instabilities associated with either the cathode or the anode. The working potentials 

of the intercalation anode materials are close to Li redox couple, i.e. -3.04V v.s. SHE. This means that side 

reactions occurring via reduction mechanisms can proceed owing to the low potential, generating gaseous 

products.33 The low potentials of the intercalation anodes also indicate that, under certain charge conditions 

(e.g. battery abuse, low temperature), Li cations can be electrochemically reduced and plated onto the anode 

in the form of metal,34-36  rather than intercalate into the host material in the form of ion. The undesirable 

Li plating is thought to be the key cause of battery thermal runaway.37 To understand the Li metal plating 

process in Li-ion batteries, a three-electrode system, which includes a reference electrode, was used to 

monitor the potential evolution on the anode during battery charge at different rates.38 The results show that 

the anode potential can drop below 0 V v.s. Li+/Li when the battery is charged to certain voltages (i.e. 3.93 

V for 0.5C and 1C; 4.10V for 0.2C, at 25℃). A potential below 0 V v.s. Li+/Li means that the Li plating 

reaction is electrochemically allowed. At sub-ambient temperatures, Li plating becomes more prominent 

owing to the slower Li+ intercalation kinetics.39 An in-situ neutron diffraction study revealed that at a 

temperature of -2℃, 5.5% and 10% of the charged capacity should be attribute to Li metal plating when the 

charge currents are C/2 and 1C, respectively.40 The authors further claimed that at lower current densities, 

e.g. C/20, ~3% of charging capacity is contributed by Li metal plating. Based on modelling studies, Yang 

et al. claim that SEI growth in the anode over cycling reduces the electrode porosity and thereby slows 

down the intercalation kinetics, giving rise to the onset of Li metal plating. The presence of Li metal further 

lowers the porosity by forming additional SEI,41 resulting in a positive feedback loop that causes 

exponential increase of Li plating capacity in each cycle.42 The “dead” Li metal deposits formed during 

cycling act as an additional layer that restrict ion transport, giving rise to a growing resistance.43 Therefore, 

uncontrolled Li growth poses issues associated with battery safety and battery performance in not only Li 
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metal batteries but also commercial Li-ion batteries. On this basis, we conclude that regulating Li metal 

electrodeposition emerges as a question of broad, commercially-relevant interest.

1.3 Fundamental sources of irreversibility of the Li metal anode

The irreversible Li loss during cycling is thought to stem primarily from two origins: (1) chemical instability 

and (2) physical instability (Fig. 5A). The former describes Li metal’s propensity for chemical reactions 

with other battery components, e.g. the electrolyte, during which it converts into other Li-containing species, 

e.g. Li2CO3, where the Li is no longer metallic. The latter describes Li metal’s propensity for physical 

isolation from the electrochemical system upon reversibly plating/stripping, during which it loses its 

electrical connection to the current collector though it is still metallic Li, called “orphaned” or “dead” Li.

Although the amount of overall Li loss can be easily quantified by Coulombic inefficiency, the individual 

contributions of these two factors are under active investigation. The existence of dead Li has been 

consistently reported in the literature based on XRD,44 SEM,45 optical microscopy,46, 47 etc. Recent reports 

show that the formation of “dead” Li in some cases account for the majority of the Li irreversibility. Zheng 

et al. for example used a nonplanar conductive architecture as Li deposition substrate to evaluate the 

contribution of dead lithium to the overall plating/stripping irreversibility.44 The authors found that, 

although the Li is deposited in obvious dendritic morphology that has a greater surface exposure area, an 

above 99.4% Li plating/stripping efficiency is maintained over 100 cycles. This observation implies that 

maintaining electrical contact with the Li electrodeposits throughout the charging and discharging process 

in a Li metal anode is a requirement for high Li reversibility. Deng et al. visualized the formation of “dead” 

sodium metal using operando optical microscopy and confirmed that control of electronic access to metal 

electrodeposits plays a key role in achieving high levels of electrode reversibility.48 In stripping, the authors 

reported that large mossy electrodeposits can be disconnected from the current collector. The consequence 
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is an extremely low plating/stripping CE of only 3%. Cheng et al. visualized the morphology evolution in 

Li plating/stripping by in Operando transmission X-ray microscopy.49 They suggest that the dead lithium 

is mainly generated by dendritic Li electrodeposits at high current density, as opposed to the mossy Li 

deposits at low current density. A further observation is that dead lithium, once formed, will be pushed out 

towards the counter electrode and remain inactive throughout the cycling. The amount of the chemically-

reacted and the physically-disconnected Li in multiple electrolytes can be quantified by titration gas 

chromatography.50 The amount of “dead” Li is strongly dependent on the electrolyte recipe (from 80% in 

LiFSI-DMC to ~0% in CCE-FEC), while the amount of chemically reacted Li is almost independent of the 

electrolyte chemistry (Fig. 5B).

While the relative importance of chemical and physical instability remains a matter for ongoing study in 

the field, there is consensus that both effects are exacerbated by the propensity of Li to electrodeposit in 

irregular, non-planar morphologies at planar electrodes. Ideally, an anode metal should deposit in a regular, 

compact and smooth morphology to preserve sharp interfaces between the metal electrode and other cell 

components. A large body of work has now established that Li in contrast deposits as irregular, fragile 

structures that typically bear no obvious structural correlation to the geometry of the substrate at which the 

deposition occurs. This behavior is problematic for at least three reasons: (1) it creates a high surface area 

of Li, leading to continuous parasitic reactions; (2) the high-aspect ratio electrodeposits easily break away 

from the current collector upon stripping at the base; and (3) the Li electrodeposits gradually propagate 

through the separator, causing fatal, dangerous battery short. Consequently, we believe efforts to precisely 

control the Li electrodeposition morphology are therefore a high priority to achieve the required 

breakthroughs in reversibility of Li metal anodes needed for practical battery systems. 

As a first step towards understanding and overcoming the factors that presently limit control of Li 

electrodeposit morphology, section two of the Review will focus on the fundamental aspects of Li 

electrodeposition. Armed with a complete picture of the factors determining Li deposition morphology, 

section three will review promising strategies for regulating and stabilizing Li deposition. On this basis, we 
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will outline areas that we believe are priorities for future research towards the goal of enabling practical 

rechargeable batteries that utilize Li metal anodes.

2. Understanding electrodeposition at the Li metal electrode

Electrodeposition of metals is a two-century-old process that has been used in multiple industries for 

creating metal coatings on electrically conductive substrates. Enormous effort has been devoted to 

understanding process conditions that enable fine control of the electrodeposit morphology and crystal 

structure. Fundamentally, metal electrodeposition is an electrochemically driven phase transition in which 

a new solid phase is formed at interfaces where electron and ion conductions are in direct contact, e.g. the 

interface between the electron-conducting current collector and the ion-conducting electrolyte. The 

morphology of the new solid phase, i.e. the metal electrodeposit, is determined by the interplay of multiple 

factors including chemistry, crystallography, mass transport and others such as temperature, mechanical 

pressure, etc. For metals such as Li that are chemically reactive and undergo reduction at low potentials, 

new material phases (e.g. the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI)) may also form at the metal/electrolyte 

interface, providing additional sources of complexity in understanding their morphology during 

electrodeposition. As a result, whereas the factors that prevent fine control of metal electrodeposition in 

some commercially important cases (e.g. Cu and Ni plating) are well understood within the classical Nernst-

Planck theoretical framework, understanding of the stability limits of Li electrodeposition require additional 

physics.29 Fortunately, the advancement in characterization techniques has in recent years enriched the 

toolbox of methods that can be used to interrogate Li electrodeposition morphology, which has accelerated 

the progress towards a more complete understanding of Li metal electrodeposition. 

2.1 Crystallography, texturing, and morphological evolution

The metal electrodeposits formed at the Li anode during battery charging are crystals, which by their nature 

are anisotropic. It is then understood that despite the large variety of macroscopic shapes a certain metal 
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can be induced to adopt, the underlying crystal structure at the atomic scale remains invariant and as 

illustrated in Fig. 6 can induce texturing of the overall electrodeposit morphology. Indeed in many situations, 

the shape of electrodeposited crystals reflects the underlying lattice  symmetry (See Wulff plots in Fig. 751),  

which indicates the equilibrium external shape of a crystal structure), even in regimes dominated by mass 

transport. Simulation results shows anisotropic metals (e.g. HCP Zn) tend to grow in a fractal, branching 

dendritic manner, while metals whose crystal structure is more isotropic (e.g. BCC Li) grow needle-like 

dendrites.52 Experimentally, Glocker and Kaupp showed in 1924 by X-ray diffraction that textures (also 

known as preferred/predominant orientation) are present in the electrodeposition of Cu, Ag, Ni, Cr and Fe.53 

Compared with metals of cubic lattice symmetry, hexagonal close packing (HCP) metals that have more 

anisotropic lattice, e.g. Zn, demonstrate a stronger relation between the intrinsic crystal symmetry and the 

electrodeposition morphology.15, 54 

The texturing of metal electrodeposits is mainly determined by two factors: substrate and the bath 

conditions.55 The substrate is either epitaxial or inert. When the lattice misfit between the substrate material 

and the metal electrodeposit is <15%, the electrodeposits can be epitaxially templated within a certain 

thickness; otherwise the substrate does not affect the texturing. Bath conditions include current density, 

temperature, pH, ions in the electrolyte, etc. Regarding bath conditions, when the electrodeposition is 

performed under conditions close to equilibrium, i.e. low current density and high temperature, metals have 

a propensity to expose their close-packed facets, i.e. (111) for FCC, (0001) for HCP and (110) for BCC. 

Whereas under conditions far away from equilibrium, i.e. high current and low temperature, the deposited 

metals tend to grow outwards along the close-packed directions, i.e. [110] for FCC,56 [11 0] for HCP and 2

[111] for BCC. 

The role of texturing in Li electrodeposition is receiving increasing attention. The growth of wire-like (also 

sometimes referred to as “dendritic” or “mossy”) Li deposits has for example been interpreted as a result 

of crystal anisotropy. Stark et al. imaged the Li electrodeposition by in-situ optical microscopy.57 The results 

show that the growth of the Li occurs mainly on the dendrite tips, suggesting that the deposition rate at the 
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tips are far faster than that that on the sidewalls of the Li deposit. The authors hypothesized certain crystal 

facets are preferred over the others during the electrochemical growth, resulting in the preferential growth 

of Li along certain directions.  Direct confirmation of texturing is provided by crystallographic 

characterization techniques including X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). The former is able to provide statistical information about the crystal texturing; while the latter 

visualize the crystallographics of individual crystallites. Shi and co-workers used X-ray diffraction to study 

the texturing of Li deposited on Cu foil from three electrolytes:58 (E-1) 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC, (E-2) 1M 

LiTFSI+1% LiNO3 in DOL/DME and (E-3) 5 M S8 + 1 M LiTFSI + 1% LiNO3 in DOL/DME. The results 

(Fig. 6A) show that, in the E-1 electrolyte, Li deposits in the form of whiskers and does not show texturing; 

whereas in E-2 and E-3, the roundish Li deposits are (110) textured; in other words, the (110) planes of Li 

are parallel to the substrate. The authors attribute this feature to the presence of inhibitor that decreases the 

exchange current density. We note that, since Li has a BCC crystal structure, (110) is the close-packed 

plane of Li, suggesting a low surface energy. This observation underscores the important role that crystal 

structure plays in determining Li deposition morphology.

Advanced transmission electron microscopy has emerged as a powerful tool to resolve crystallographic 

characteristics of electrodeposition of Li.59 Zeng et al. visualized the lithiation of an Au substrate followed 

by subsequent Li dendrite growth on it,60 although no crystallographic information was extracted due to the 

oxidation of Li into Li2O. It suggests that the observation needs to be performed under strict protection. Liu 

et al. reported the formation of long, single crystalline Li metal fibers covered with a thin layer of 

polycrystalline LiF in an in-situ TEM observation on the lithiation process of SnO2 and Si, respectively 

(Fig. 6B).61 In fact, Li metal and related SEI structures are highly sensitive to beam damage, moisture and 

other factors that can introduce artifacts, making the TEM characterization of electrodeposited Li very 

challenging.59, 62 Unlike normal inorganic crystals, the TEM observation of Li preferably needs to be 

performed under cryogenic condition (i.e. cooled by liquid N2) with low electron doses to prevent artifact 

generation. Advanced cryo-TEM characterizations have revealed spatially resolved crystallographic 
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information about Li deposition. Wang et al. reported that at nucleation stage (0.04 mAh/cm2), Li deposits 

are amorphous coexisting with some crystalline LiF63 (Fig. 6C). Current density can influence the 

crystallinity of Li. Wang et al. concluded that the formation of amorphous Li domains are favored at low 

current densities (e.g. 0.1mA/cm2).64 At normal deposition current density of 2 mA/cm2, Li et al. showed 

that the Li nanowires are single crystalline. These nanowires primarily grow along three directions:  <111>Li 

(49%), <110>Li (32%) and <211> Li  (19%)65 (Fig. 6D). It is further claimed that the growth along <111>Li 

direction can maximize the surface area of (110)Li close-packed planes. He et al. also reported the 

observation of <211>Li as the axial crystallographic direction of the Li whiskers.66

There is evidence that crystal texturing is related to the wire-like growth pattern observed in Li 

electrodeposition. However, many fundamental questions remain that should provide opportunities for 

fruitful future investigations.  For example, it is so far unknown if an amorphous/glassy state exist before 

the nucleation of crystalline Li. Although amorphous structures have been reported  in lithiation/Li plating 

experiments, further proof (e.g. using EELS 67) is  needed to conclude that they are elemental Li. It is 

likewise unclear if the wire-like Li growth observed in experiment are a direct result of crystal anisotropy. 

Statistical methods like XRD can provide data that complements TEM characterization of individual Li 

crystals. It is also unknown how the deposition conditions, including current density, electrolyte, areal 

capacity, influence Li’s crystallinity and texturing behavior. It is reported that these factors can affect the 

morphology and reversibility of Li metal, but insufficient efforts have been given to understanding the role 

Li crystallinity and/or texturing may play. Finally, it is largely unknown how correlations between the 

deposited Li crystals and the underlying crystal structure of the substrate may affect Li electrodeposition 

morphology.  Recently, our group showed that an epitaxial substrate can effectively lock Zn electrodeposits 

into particular crystallographic orientations to regulate electrodeposition of Zn in a battery anode (see 

illustration in Fig. 8A).15 The whole electrochemical epitaxy in Zn anode includes two steps: hetero- and 

homo-epitaxy (Fig. 8A-1). The former describes the influence of the substrate on the initial Zn deposition 

layers; the latter refers to the tendency that new Zn deposits follow the crystallographic features set by the 
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initial Zn deposition layers. The governing principle of an epitaxial growth is the system’s tendency to 

minimize interfacial energy upon the creation of new phase(s). When the new phase is crystalline and has 

a small lattice misfit (i.e. δ<15% as an empirical rule) with the substrate, the so-called “coherent” interface 

can form between the new phase and the substrate, showing a lower interfacial energy compared with 

“semi-coherent” or “incoherent” interfaces. This type of phenomena has been widely discussed in multiple 

fields whose research interests involve the growth of a crystalline phase, e.g. heat treatment of metals,68-70 

chemical vapor deposition 71, 72 and electrochemical deposition.73-75 Since the charging process of a Zn-ion 

battery is in essence a electrochemical deposition process of Zn metal, it can be hypothesized that a substrate 

that has low lattice misfit with Zn can epitaxially regulate the growth of Zn (Fig. 8A-2). As revealed by X-

ray diffraction and electron microscopy, the intrinsic growth pattern of Zn upon electrodeposition is to form 

plate-like microstructures, which preferentially expose the close-packed (0002)Zn basal plane. This 

observation is consistent with the analysis we made earlier in this subsection, and with the simulation results 

based on the anisotropic energy landscape of Zn crystals.51 Whether this concept can work as effectively 

for Li remains an open question, owing to the presence of a passivating SEI at the Li reduction potentials. 

Evidence for homoepitaxial growth of Li has been reported in LiBr-LiNO3 in tetraglyme electrolyte system 

under O2 atmosphere.76, 77 In this case, the authors claim that the newly-deposited Li follows the 

crystallographic orientation and the shape of the polycrystalline Li substrates (Fig. 8B). Scanning electron 

microscopy and electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) mapping were utilized to characterize the 

homoepitaxial growth process. To illustrate the concept, the authors first show that the grain boundaries of 

Li crystals are observable after electrochemical stripping (Fig. 8B-1~4). Then, Li was plated onto the same 

polycrystalline Li foil; the morphology hardly changes after the plating (Fig. 8B-5~6). The EBSD 

characterizations do not suggest any significant alteration in terms of crystallographics (Fig. 8B-7~10). 

These results indicate that the plated Li undergoes a homoepitaxial process in this electrolyte. The authors 

attribute the uniform, homoepitaxial growth of Li to the formation of a thin, Li2O-enriched SEI layer. In 

contrast, a thick SEI layer formed in a “LiNO3-only” electrolyte can disrupt the homoepitaxial growth of 

Li, engendering dendritic Li deposition. The reported homoepitaxial growth of Li is, on one hand, essential 
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to the successful epitaxial regulation of Li — the effect of heteroepitaxy alone will be rather limited, if 

homoepitaxy is blocked by SEI. On the other hand, a heteroepitaxy substrate that maintains its physical and 

chemical properties is necessary— as one strips a large portion of the Li pre-stored in the anode under low 

N:P ratio conditions, the homoepitaxy mechanism will fail. Searching for heteroepitaxial substrates for Li 

appears as the crucial next step. Promising progress has been reported by Li et al. in their recent paper (Fig. 

8C), where they show that Li deposition on graphene is planar and (110)-textured, although the lattice 

matching between HCP graphene and BCC Li is not ideal.78

2.2 Mass transport limitations and instability

In any metal electrodeposition processes, metal cations that are electrochemically generated at one electrode 

are reduced at the surface of the anode. The process can therefore be analyzed in a similar way to mass 

transport of ions across the interelectrode phase in an electrolyte bounded at one end by cation-selective 

interface. For a dilute electrolyte, this transport is governed by the Nernst-Planck (N-P) equation: 𝑁𝑖(𝑥)

, where the terms describe diffusion, migration and convection that = ― 𝐷𝑖
∂𝐶𝑖(𝑥)

∂𝑥 ―
𝑧𝑖𝐹
𝑅𝑇𝐷𝑖𝐶𝑖

∂∅(𝑥)
∂𝑥 + 𝐶𝑖𝑣(𝑥)

contribute to the ionic flux Ji.79 Assuming the contribution from convection is negligible, the N-P equation 

has a simple analytical solution for any symmetric binary electrolyte,80 and the current at steady state, J, 

can be related to the potential difference V between the electrodes by the following expression: 𝐽 ≡ 𝐹∑
𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑁𝑖

. Here F is the Faraday constant; z the electrolyte valency; c the salt = (4𝑧𝑐𝐹𝐷
δ )(1 ― 𝑒

―
𝐹𝑉

2𝑅𝑇) (1 + 𝑒
―

𝐹𝑉
2𝑅𝑇)

concentration in the electrolyte; D the ambipolar diffusivity for the ions in the electrolyte solvent; and  is 𝛿

diffusion boundary layer thickness. When V ≥ 8 RT/F  (RT/F is the thermal voltage), the exponential terms 

vanish and the expression shows that the current density reaches an asymptotic limit , 𝐽 = 𝐽𝑙𝑖𝑚 ≈ (
2𝑧𝑐𝐹𝐷

𝐿 )

termed the “diffusion-limited” or limiting current density (also called the limiting current density), where 

we’ve considered the limiting case where the diffusion boundary layer thickness is the inter-electrode 
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spacing L. Jlim is then evidently the highest mass transport flux that can sustained by diffusion in the 

electrolyte.80, 81 In other words, above this current density, diffusion cannot sustainably replenish the metal 

cations near the electrode surface. The concentration of cations therefore falls to zero in a fluid layer near 

the electrode after a characteristic time, ),82 termed Sand’s time required for the non-𝑡𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝜋𝐷
(𝑧0𝑐0𝐹)2

4(𝐽𝑡𝑎)2

uniform ion distribution to form. 

The existence of a charge depleted, or extended space-charge layer (ESCL) near the electrode can drive 

non-planar, dendritic electrodeposition of any metal by two interrelated mechanisms. In the first mechanism, 

newly arriving metal cations preferentially deposit on protrusions (e.g. created by earlier deposits or by 

natural irregularities on the metal electrode surface) outside the ion-depleted zone. This so-called 

morphological instability is self-reinforcing and ultimately results in fractal, dendritic electrodeposition 

patterns.79, 80, 83, 84  In the second mechanism, the large electric fields required to drive ion migration through 

the  ESCL may couple with charge fluctuations in the fluid to drive a hydrodynamic instability termed 

electroconvection.85-89 Electroconvection is advantageous in some situations (e.g. electrodialysis) because 

it augments diffusion to increase the ionic current in an electrolyte above the diffusion limit (i.e. over-

limiting conductance);88-90 it is undesirable in others (e.g. electrodeposition) because the electroconvective 

fluid motions are non-uniform in space (see inset in Fig. 9A) and time and create localized stagnation flow 

that produces bursts of cation flux at a metal electrode. These spatially non-uniform fluxes produce non-

planar deposits, which grow much more rapidly than the morphological instability that may arise by electro-

migration and diffusion alone.89, 91-95

The essential prediction that Jlim sets a current density limit, beyond which uniform metal electrodeposition 

is fundamentally unstable has been verified in experimental studies using metals such as Cu, Zn, and Sn in 

aqueous electrolyte media.93, 94, 96 The spontaneously appearance of convective rolls at V ≥ 8 RT/F  has 

likewise been verified by both Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) studies90, 94, 95 and very recently by 

operando tracer particle visualization experiments.96 The latter studies show that the hydrodynamic 

instability develops more quickly and produce stronger convective fluxes in electrolytes with low salt 
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concentration  and at high overpotentials. The N-P analysis reveals that the electroconvective instability 

produces flow with dominant components <v> normal to the electrode and <u> parallel to the electrode 

surface (Fig. 9A). Importantly, analysis of the strength of the <u> component of the flow as a function of 

distance from the electrode surface (y), reveals a clear flow transition from a strong inner shearing flow 

near the electrode, in which <u> rises approximately linearly with y, to an outer flow in which <u> decays 

approximately exponentially with y. The transition is consistent with the idea that the ESCL thickness 

defines a boundary layer for the electroconvective flow, which when viewed from far away would create 

the impression that electrolyte moves with an electroconvective slip velocity, , that increases 𝑈𝐹,𝑠 =
𝜀

𝜂𝐹
𝐿 ∙ 𝑉2

quadratically with the applied voltage V and decreases linearly with the electrolyte viscosity, , in the 𝜂𝐹

ESCL. It means that the strength of the inner convective flow and thereby the rate at which the non-planar 

electrodeposit grows can be manipulated both through the overpotential at the metal electrode and the 

viscosity of the electrolyte in the region closest to the electrode surface.

Among the first studies of mass transport effects on Li electrodeposition is work by Langenhuizen.97 The 

author used a rotating disk electrode to determine the influence of an imposed, well-defined convective 

flow on the morphology of Li electrodeposits. A 1M LiPF6-EC/DEC electrolyte with different amounts of 

HF additives (6, 9, 60 ppm). Under low HF concentration conditions (i.e. 6 and 9 ppm), the Li plating 

current density was enhanced at moderate rotation rate (625 rpm) due to convection. Furthermore, by 

scanning the potential in the negative direction to 200 mV v.s. Li+/Li, the current voltage (J-V) curve 

measured in the presence of convection do not show the typical overpotential maximum associated with 

poor mass transport to the electrode during Li plating, implying that the deposition is strongly influenced 

by mass transport in this regime. 

Visualization studies using optical microscopy reveal a more direct relationship between electrodeposition 

morphology and transport. These studies show that Li electrodeposition can be divided into two stages— 

stage I, referred to as the incubation or nucleation stage is observed at low deposit capacities.98 During this 

stage, no obvious non-planar Li growth is observed. In stage II, termed the initiation and dendritic growth 
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phase, high-aspect ratio non-planar Li deposits form at the anode surface and grow aggressively to 

proliferate in the inter-electrode space. Nishikawa et al. observed that in a LiClO4-PC electrolyte99 the 

deposit length in stage II is linearly proportional to the square root of time, indicating the process is 

governed by mass transport, as opposed to surface chemistry. The authors also studied the Li+ ion 

concentration profile near the electrode by holographic interferometry. They found that the Li+ 

concentration gradient is much larger around the rapidly growing dendrite tips than at the substrate surface. 

This is the expected result for mass-transport limited growth and is attributable to the uneven distribution 

of current density. The same group investigated the evolution of the diffusion boundary layer  in a LiClO4-

PC electrolyte100, 101 and reported that at current densities higher than 5 mA/cm2 (approximately twice  Jlim 

for the electrolyte studied), convective flow is initiated spontaneously in the electrolyte and serves as the 

main Li+ transport mechanism. This finding is consistent with earlier studies by Huth et. al.93 for Cu 

deposition and has been confirmed in more recent tracer-particle visualization studies by Wei et al.81 for a 

variety of metals, including Li and Na. It is also in qualitative agreement with operando transmission X-ray 

characterization reported by Cheng et al.49 who reported that there is a distinct current density threshold for 

mass-transport limited, dendritic deposition of Li. 

The study by Wei81 provides insights into how one might design electrolytes to selectively suppress 

electroconvective flow near an electrode, without compromising bulk ion transport in a liquid electrolyte.   

Specifically, the authors observed that both the electroconvective flow and its effect on electrodeposition 

can be substantially reduced by adding small amounts of high molecular weight polymers to any liquid 

electrolyte. The only requirements appear to be that the polymer must be soluble in the electrolyte at the 

concentrations of interest and must be chemically stable at the electrodes of interest. As illustrated in Fig. 

9B the added polymer also produces a substantial enlargement of the diffusion-limited transport regime, 

particularly at concentrations where rheology measurements show that the long polymer chains begin to 

form physical entanglements in an electrolyte and where complementary Electrochemical Impedance 
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Spectroscopy (EIS) analysis (Fig. 9C) reveal a large enhancement in film resistance of the electrode surface 

(see the emergence and enhancement in radius of the second semicircle), but a much smaller change in the 

electrolyte bulk ionic conductivity (see left panel of Fig. 9C). Both findings have been explained with the 

help of linear stability analysis of the N-P equations89 and Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS),95 which 

couple the Nernst-Planck equations to polymer constitutive equations to capture the effects of viscoelastic 

and normal stresses induced by polymer on the electroconvective flow. The DNS simulations reveal that 

the polymer normal stresses created by stretching of polymer chains in the inner region near the electrode 

surface (see heat/stretch map in Fig. 9D, lower panel) drive a substantial back-flow, which produces a more 

uniform distribution of the cation flux and  favors more uniform electrodeposition. These discoveries 

indicate that polymer coatings either formed inadvertently (e.g. by adsorption of polymer chains dissolved 

in a liquid electrolyte or by electro-reduction and polymerization of electrolyte components) or by design 

(e.g. by application of coatings on the electrode to create Artificial Solid Electrolyte Interphases (see 

Section 3.xx) provide potentially powerful mechanisms for limiting the effects of transport on stability of 

Li electrodeposition.102, 103

While the body of work summarized in the previous sections indicates that mass transport plays a role in 

morphology control of Li electrodeposition, there is a substantial body of literature which reveal that the Li 

electrodeposition story, particularly at current densities < Jlim, involves additional physics that are not 

captured in the N-P theoretical framework. As an example, Nishida et al.104 and Nishikawa et al. studied 

the electrodeposition of Li in LiTFSI-ionic liquid,105 and in LiPF6-PC electrolytes 106. The conclusion is 

consistent with the study of LiClO4-PC electrolyte that the dendrite growth after initiation is a mass transfer-

controlled process. Interestingly, however, the authors observed that Li electrodeposition patterns at current 

densities well below Jlim (e.g. 0.1 and 0.2 mA/cm2), are much more non-planar and aggressive than those 

measured at higher current densities (e.g. 0.5, 2, and 5 mA/cm2). Specifically, long, fiber-like deposits, 

which are multiple times greater in length, are observed at low current densities of 0.1 and 0.2 mA/cm2. 

This observation indicates that the Li growth at low current densities is not governed by mass transport. 
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More in-depth study is clearly needed to fully understand these observations. As remarkable, nonetheless,  

are the high-resolution optical microscopy studies of Steiger et al.,107, 108 which indicate that Li deposition 

is dominated by non-tip growth processes in defective regions (e.g. near the base) of initial, needle-like Li 

deposits. In other words, Li atoms are thought to “insert” into defective sites on Li deposits. In light of these 

findings the authors contend that non-planar Li electrodeposits ought not be termed dendrites, which are 

conventionally described as ramified structures where growth occurs near the tips but should instead be 

termed whiskers or needles for differentiation.

The recent report by Bai et al.,84 provide a simple framework in which these seeming contradictory 

observations can be reconciled to develop a unified understanding. On the basis of experiments summarized 

in Fig. 10, the authors identified two stages of Li electrodeposit growth——mossy (root-growth) and 

dendritic (tip-growth). Specifically, Bai et al. investigated the morphological transition using direct optical 

visualization studies in tandem with indirect electrochemical analysis using the Voltage-time (V-t) curve  

(Fig. 10A). The electrodeposition of Li was first performed galvanostatically at 2.61 mA/cm2. At the first 

stage of growth, the authors reported root-growing Li deposits in a porous, mossy morphology (Fig. 10A-

1~2), with the growth occurring at a weakly rising overpotential (Fig. 10A-6). After 40 minutes of 

deposition, the slope of the V-t curve rises rapidly with time and begins to fluctuate. At the the same time, 

tip-growing Li dendrites are observed (Fig. 10A-3~5). Complementary theoretical analysis of the ion 

concentration profile (Fig. 10A-7) indicates that the transition coincides with development of an ESCL 

layer at the electrode surface, consistent with expectations based on classical transport theory. 

The observations of Bai et. al. seems reasonable, particularly considering that the classical theory that 

predicts dendrite formation by tip growth neither considers the effect of transport through an SEI on the 

structure of the ESCL, Jlim, or the salt concentration profile in the vicinity of the deposit. For example, 

results from a recent analysis of early-stage growth of Li electrodeposition shows that the ambipolar 
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diffusion coefficient through interphases formed on Li in typical carbonate electrolytes can be seven or 

more orders of magnitude larger than the bulk diffusivity typically used to compute Jlim. It means that even 

at current densities well below Jlim, local imperfections in a poorly formed or mechanically degraded SEI 

provide far more favorable pathways for arriving cations to access electrons that that transport through the 

SEI. The effect of electrode reaction kinetics on the rate at which arriving cations are reduced is also an 

important consideration. If the electrode kinetics are fast, a slow-down in ion transport rates in the SEI  

would favor random attachment of Li to all parts (tips, sides, base, etc.) of localized deposits, which would 

produce electrodeposits in a broad spectrum of morphologies (fibers, mosses, classical dendrites, etc.). The 

study by Rehnlund et al., nonetheless underscore the danger of overgeneralizations.109 The authors studied 

electrodeposition of Li in electrolytes with low salt concentration assisted by a supporting salt to minimize 

electromigration. Such electrolytes are uncommon in the Li batteries field but are important in high-rate 

metal electroplating because they eliminate the migration term from the N-P equation. Remarkably, SEM 

analysis of Li electrodeposits formed under these conditions show no evidence of dendritic (tip-growth) or 

mossy Li under plating conditions firmly in the diffusion-controlled regime. The results then imply that 

transport limitations do play a role in both mossy and classical dendritic electrodeposition of Li. 

We close this section by drawing the reader’s attention to an important body of work that analyzes the role 

of transport in the fuller context, where the ion flux also includes a term that accounts for the rate of Li ion 

disappearance as a result of the reduction reaction at the Li anode. To evaluate the importance of this effect, 

the so-called Second Damkohler Number is defined to measure the relative magnitude of chemical reaction 

flux to the mass migration flux: , where J0 is the exchange current density of the electrode,  𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 ∝ 𝐽0/𝑁𝑖 𝑁𝑖

is the ionic flux due to diffusion and other transport processes in the electrolyte. As noted earlier, for current 

densities above Jlim, ion transport is diffusion limited and  , where we’ve made use of 𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 ∝ 𝐽0/𝐽𝑙𝑖𝑚 ∝ 𝐽0/𝜅

the relationship between Jlim and the ambipolar diffusivity D presented earlier, and the Nernst-Einstein 

expression relating D and . Likewise, at low or moderate overpotentials (V < 8 RT/F) (i.e. no 𝜅

electroconvection) and where a supporting electrolyte is used to eliminate the migration term, . 𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 ∝ 𝐽0/𝜅
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Electrodeposition studies for Zn indicate that under conditions where  uniform deposition is 𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 ≪ 1 

observed.52 The finding is consistent with results from linear stability analysis of metal electrodeposition at 

a planar electrode,110 which shows the morphological instabilities formed under conditions where the 

interfacial reaction is sluggish (i.e. ) are more broadly distributed in size, but grow more slowly 𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 ≪ 1 

than when  Computer simulations of Li electrodeposition performed by  Enrique et al. confirms 𝐷𝑎, 𝐼𝐼 > 1 . 

this finding and show that the Li deposition morphology is smoother on substrates with slow reaction 

kinetics, low exchange current density and in electrolytes with high ionic conductivity (Fig. 10B).111 These 

findings can be understood in a straightforward physical manner. If the cation reaction flux is significantly 

smaller than its diffusion flux ( ), the deposition is always in a reaction kinetics limited region, which 𝐽0 < 𝜅

suppresses the uncontrollable propagation of a non-uniform interface. Therefore, high ionic conductivity is 

desirable in designing the electrolyte for Li metal anodes, especially in fast charging batteries.112

A non-uniform Li ad-atom distribution may not lead to non-uniform electrodeposition if the surface 

mobility of adatoms is high.  The linear-stability analysis of Tikekar et al.,110 indicates that a dimensionless 

group termed the Langmuir-Dukhin number ( which compares the rate of lateral transport at 𝐿𝑑 ∝ 𝐷𝑠/𝐷), 

the electrode surface with that in the electrolyte bulk can be used to assess the influence of surface mobility.  

We note that the proportionality constant depends on the ad atom surface coverage and the inter-electrode 

distance, meaning that both chemical factors and geometrical factors may come into play in setting the 

actual value of .  The stability analysis shows, however, that while  produces completely uniform 𝐿𝑑 𝐿𝑑 > 10

electrodeposition, even Ld values as low as 10-3 substantially reduces the non-planar growth rate of the most 

unstable modes.  As noted earlier,  a recent analysis of nucleation and early-stage growth of Li 

electrodeposits suggest that  Ld may be as low as  10-7,113 in common carbonate electrolyte blends (e.g. 

Diethylene Carbonate (DEC)/Ethylene carbonate (EC): 1M LiPF6), perhaps explaining the notorious 

difficulty in achieving fine control of Li electrodeposit morphology  in such electrolytes. External factors 

including mechanical stress,114 surface tension,115 temperature,116 etc. that increase Ds would obviously 

increase the likelihood of achieving  more uniform Li deposition. 
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The high Ds values for Mg in liquid electrolytes has been used to rationalize its  tendency to form compact 

electrodeposits under certain conditions.117, 118 Davidson et al. theoretically analyzed Mg electrodeposition 

morphology based on a Damkohler number Da = reaction rate/ surface diffusion rate.119 The authors report 

that Mg forms film-like deposit when the surface diffusion is fast. Hao et al. also simulated the dependence 

of Li deposition morphology on this Da under conditions where surface diffusion is rate limiting, and 

identified different regimes in terms of Li morphology120 (Fig. 10C). Dense Li deposit films are predicted 

under conditions where the diffusion barrier and overpotential are both low. Jackle et al. performed DFT 

calculation to understand the atomic processes responsible for the much lower Ds values for Li and Na, 

compared to Mg.121 The authors found that BCC metals such as Li and Na have a stronger homoepitaxy 

adsorption energy than Mg because BCC Li and Na are less close packed, and HCP Mg is closest packed. 

The authors further concluded that the Mg is much faster.122 More fundamentally, the Ehrlich-Schwoebel 

barrier is used to describe difference between the barrier of an adatom to descend from an island versus 

undergo terrace diffusion. A smaller Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier indicates a stronger tendency to grow in a 

layer by layer manner. For Li (100) and (110), the two most stable facets of Li,123 the Ehrlich-Schwoebel 

barrier is 0.25 and 0.15 eV, respectively. In stark contrast, that value for Mg (0001) is “vanishing small”, 

i.e. very close to zero, again consistent with the observed tendency of Mg to form more compact 

electrodeposits. Joint-Density functional calculations indicate that these differences are exacerbated by the 

poorly conductive inorganic interphases formed on the Li electrode due to reduction of electrolyte 

components,124, 125 underscoring the need for better interphase control. We note also the recent study by 

Kim et al.,126 which shows that high ad atom mobility in the SEI is not always beneficial for achieving fine 

control of Li electrodeposition. These authors combined experiments and DFT calculations to show that on 

surfaces where the energetics favor weak binding and clustering of Li ad atoms, a high ad atom surface 

mobility actually leads to more clustering and a greater propensity for Li to deposit in localized, non-planar 

morphologies. 

2.3 The solid electrolyte interphase 
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The discussion in the last section revealed how rheological and surface transport characteristics of a material 

layer in direct contact with a Li metal electrode might be used to facilitate uniform electrodeposition by 

suppressing electroconvection or favoring surface rearrangement of already reduced Li ions. In reality, the 

combination of the lowest reduction potential (-3.04 V v.s. SHE) and among the highest chemical reactivity 

means that the material layer in physical contact with the Li anode rarely, if ever, shares the same chemistry 

as the electrolyte bulk — this is true whether the bulk electrolyte is a liquid or solid-state material, and 

especially in the presence of trace amount of water.127  The presence of this solid-electrolyte interphase 

(SEI) layer on Li is considered the most differentiating factor involved in Li plating/stripping, compared 

with classical systems, e.g. Cu, Sn, Ag, etc. It is also the most cited reason for why the latter metals typically 

electrodeposit in non-planar morphologies only at J > Jlim (galvanostatic) or V > 8RT/F (potentiostatic), 

whereas reactive, electropositive metals such as Li and Na may exhibit these morphologies at essentially 

any current density or overpotential.

Knowledge of the composition, structure, transport properties, mechanics, and time-dependent evolution of 

the SEI are obviously key for understanding the role the SEI plays in Li electrodeposition, as well as for 

designing minimal artificial solid electrolyte interphases (ASEI) for Li compatible with long-term 

morphological and chemical stability. Over the past 40 years, sporadic efforts have been devoted to 

understanding the SEI at the battery anode.128-134 The environmental sensitivity of Li means that even the 

surface chemistry of the native metal is complicated. Added to this is the fact that cycling of a Li anode in 

any electrolyte lead to substantial volume changes, which may lead to a reshuffling of interfacial 

constituents. Finally, x-ray and electron beam damage of organic polymer components of the SEI prevent 

its interrogation by the most powerful physical and electron spectroscopic methods. Until recently, these 

challenges were insurmountable and most early illustrations of the SEI on the Li anode were deduced from 

mosaic models first introduced by Peled.128 As illustrated in Fig. 11A, the popular picture of the SEI on Li 

is of a multi-component, compartmentalized surface film that is relatively enriched in inorganic species in 

the inner part (closest to the Li metal electrode) and has a higher content of organic, polymeric species in 
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the outer part close to the liquid electrolyte is derived from such models. How this SEI configuration varies 

with electrolyte composition? How its composition and transport properties vary from place to place on the 

electrode or with distance normal to the electrode surface? How the mix of components change during 

cycling of the battery anode?  And, how any of the hypothetical interfacial components regulate the Li 

electrodeposition morphology are all open questions that provide fertile opportunities for both fundamental 

and applications focused research. These effects are nonetheless often speculated about in the literature, 

typically based on what are arguably incomplete information collected from different sources, e.g. FTIR, 

XPS, SEM, XRD, AFM, etc. The search for complete answers then remains a central requirement for rapid 

advances towards practical Li metal batteries. 

One generic perspective is that structural heterogeneity of a mosaic SEI leads to heterogeneous physical, 

transport and mechanical properties, which promote preferential deposition of Li through regions where 

gradations in thickness, composition, or mechanical integrity (e.g. cracks) facilitates faster  Li+ transport 

(Fig. 11B).83, 134 This explanation is reasonable but does not take into account the detailed composition and 

structure of SEI and is not able to explain with satisfactory detail the many shapes of Li electrodeposits 

reported in the literature. Unravelling this puzzle and using knowledge developed in the process to 

rationally design SEI that promotes regular, compact Li electrodeposition emerges as the central challenge 

in developing practical Li metal batteries.

We first consider efforts to understand and control the native Li surface. Even before exposure to an 

electrolyte, the as-received Li foils are expectedly covered with native surface films.132 The native surface 

film is formed via the reaction between Li metal and gas components in the environment, e.g. O2, H2O, 

CO2. The native surface film thus mainly consists of Li2CO3, LiOH, Li2O. Environmental TEM was 

employed to study the reaction of Li with O2, N2 and H2O.135 In dry N2 and O2 (99.9999 vol%), the authors 

observed the formation of stable, uniform interphase, whereas the presence of trace amount of water vapor 

is disruptive— the interphase is corroded, becoming nonuniform and porous. The original inorganic 

components with uneven distribution is able to cause the nonuniform, mossy growth of Li.130, 131 Shiraishi 
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et al. reported the unfavorable native surface film can be modified by immersion of the Li foil in a 1 10-×

3 mol/L HF- propylene carbonate solution.132 The HF modification can turn the surface species into LiF that 

has a smaller volume per mole, resulting in a thinner surface film. The authors report that spherical Li 

deposits are observed on HF-modified Li foil, and the HF-modified Li yields a higher plating/stripping 

efficiency in Li||Li symmetric cell studies.

The SEI formed on the Li electrode inside a battery is then a combination of chemistries native to the Li 

foil, products of chemical reactions between Li and electrolyte components, and the most stable products 

of the electrochemical reduction reactions electrolyte components in the battery cell undergo at the working 

potential of the Li anode. Since the publication of the SEI model in 1979 by Peled128 , a large volume of 

effort has been given to elucidating its composition. Aurbach’s review provides a comprehensive 

introduction to this earlier literature.133 Among more modern studies, we draw specific attention to very 

recent works that take advantage of advances in electron microscopy to carry out spatially resolved electron 

spectroscopy in tandem with morphological analysis to characterize the interphases formed on Li in 

conditions designed to replicate the native environment inside a battery cell.59, 62 Zachman et al. developed 

a cryo-FIB/STEM method that allows the morphological and chemical constituents of the SEI on  Li anodes 

cycled in a 1MLiPF6-EC/DMC electrolyte to be studied in detail.136 An important aspect of the study is that 

the authors employ a plunge-freezing protocol that allows the SEI to be preserved in its native solvent 

environment and which avoids damage to more fragile constituents of the interphase in the typical electrode 

removal and solvent washing steps used in EM analysis of the Li electrode. The authors reported that Li 

electrodeposited in two distinct non-planar morphologies, which they termed Type I and Type II dendrites, 

in comparable proportions. The SEI formed on Li is different for the two morphologies and sensitive to the 

electrolyte composition. The type I dendrites exhibited relatively low curvature, while type II dendrites are 

highly tortuous and extend to distances many micro-meters in length. Chemical analysis using EELS 

revealed that the type I dendrites are surrounded by a SEI that extends to distances of (300-500) nm, i.e. 

much, much larger than previously thought, and contains gas bubbles. In comparison to the electrolyte bulk, 

the type I SEI also exhibited an increased concentration of oxygen and lithium (Fig. 12A-1, 3), and was 
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abutted by large (µm scale) nearly spherical structures containing oxygen, carbon, and lithium, as well as 

elevated levels of fluorine. In contrast, the SEI on the type II dendrite is thin (~20 nm), and enriched in Li 

and O, relative to the electrolyte bulk (Fig. 12A-2, 4). EELS analysis of the interior of the type I and II 

dendrites indicate that whereas the type I material is primarily metallic lithium, the type II dendrites are 

essentially pure LiH with small fragments of metallic Li near their tips, suggesting formation by an 

extrusion/root-growth process. Replacing the electrolyte with a 2M LiPF6-fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC, 

see molecular structure in Table 2) fully fluorinated electrolyte, the type I dendrites predominated. Li et al. 

also used a cryo-STEM approach to characterize the SEI formed on Li deposited directly onto a Cu TEM 

grid in in a 1M LiPF6-EC-diethylcarbonate (DEC) electrolyte.65 Prior to cryo-STEM analysis, the Li 

deposits were washed with 1,3-dioxalane in a procedure designed to remove the electrolyte salt. The authors 

reported that a mosaic SEI approximately 20nm thick and composed of an amorphous organic material with 

small (~3nm) domains of crystalline lithium oxide and lithium carbonate forms on the Li deposits. Upon 

addition of FEC (10 volume %) to the electrolyte, the authors observed a complete transformation of the 

SEI to a layered structure composed of an inner amorphous polymer film on the Li deposit and an outer 

crystalline lithium oxide layer, but no evidence of LiF salt commonly thought to be a key side product of 

FEC polymerization.137 Rapid local Li dissolution is observed beneath crystalline regions in mosaic SEI; 

while uniform, radial dissolution of Li is observed under multi-layered SEI.

In a related work, Huang et al. used cryo-TEM to investigate the SEI evolution during the lithiation on CuO 

nanowire138 since the Cu foil used in Li||Cu half cells are covered with an oxidation layer. At a potential 

around -1.0 V, CuO is transformed to Cu/Li2O via a conversion reaction. Fig. 12B describes the 

morphological evolution under TEM from 1.0V (B-1, 5), 0.5V (B-2, 6), 0.0V (B-3, 7) to below 0V (B-4, 

8). Initially, the SEI is thin (3 nm), amorphous and carbon-, oxygen- enriched. As the potential decreases, 

the SEI thickens to 14 nm, with an inorganic layer (~ 4 nm) containing small crystallites covering the outer 

surface. The results show that the SEI grows throughout the whole lithiation process. The growth of the 

amorphous layer can proceed under the inorganic layer. This contradicts the common wisdom that SEI 
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growth is suppressed once the substrate surface is passivated. A similar study by Hou et al.,139 observed 

continuous growth of both the inorganic and the organic layers simultaneously. They attribute the 

continuous growth to the diffusion of radical species from electrode surface to the SEI-electrolyte interface, 

as previously suggested by first-principles calculations.140

To understand the role played by the electrolyte salt in setting the SEI chemistry, Jurng et al. investigated 

the effect of salt on Li deposition morphology using ex situ TEM (Fig. 12C).141 The authors found that the 

SEI forms in LiDFOB-EC/EMC consists of uniformly distributed nanostructured LiF particles (5-10 nm). 

In contrast, in an LiBF4+LiBOB-EC/DMC electrolyte, the SEI contains coarse LiF particles as large as 300 

nm, while no LiF is observed in LiPF6. Authors observed significantly higher Li reversibility in the former 

electrolyte (>95% v.s. ~60%), suggesting that the small, uniform LiF structures in the SEI are beneficial. 

The authors contend that, LiF can be considered as an inactive area for Li plating, due to its electrical 

insulating nature and relatively low Li+ diffusivity compared with other SEI components. An analogous, 

but more comprehensive study by Ding et. al.142 shed light on the effect of the electrolyte solvent (Fig. 11C) 

and salt (Fig. 11D) on SEI composition and on Li deposition morphology. Cyclic carbonates, e.g. VC, FEC, 

and VEC were observed to have beneficial effects on the formation of uniform SEI due to the possible 

polymerization reaction at the Li anode. Surprisingly, the authors report that Li electrodeposits in the most 

polymerization-prone of the electrolytes (VC) is completely uniform and non-dendritic (Fig. 11C-1). The 

authors ascribed their observation to the a SEI composed of a VC-derived surface film that possibly consist 

of polymeric/oligomeric species.143 XPS analysis shows that the SEI formed on Li in the VC electrolyte has 

an increased C-O band intensity, consistent with the formation of polymeric species. Ota et al. carried out 

gel permeation chromatography to characterize the molecular weight of the SEI.143 They found that the 

weight average molecular weight Mw of electrolytes containing 50%EC/50%DMC, 

49%EC/40%DMC/2%VC and 100%VC are, respectively, 1900 g/mol, 2400 g/mol and 6700 g/mol, 

confirming the presence of more VC leads to higher molecular weight polymers. In a FEC electrolyte (Fig. 

11C-2), the Li deposits basically show similar features to those from cyclic EC, PC. The Li deposits in 
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VEC however show need-like dendritic morphology. Ding et al. also visualized Li electrodeposits from PC 

containing different Li salts to study the effect of salts on SEI and on deposition morphology (Fig. 11D).142 

The morphology obtained with LiBOB is highly fibrous, while the others are mainly mossy. XPS results 

show that Li2CO3 is the prominent inorganic species in the SEI of LiBOB, LiDFOB, LiAsF6, and LiCF3SO3, 

while considerable amount of Li2O is found in the SEI of LiClO4 and Li2O. For LiPF6, LiBF4 and LiTFSI 

salts, LiF is the main component of the SEI.  

The topography of the SEI is also of interest since parasitic reactions occur on the interface between Li and 

the electrolyte. A smaller surface area indicates slower parasitic chemical reaction rate. Lee et al. examined 

the topography of Li metal deposits by cryo-FIB.144 Based on the SEM of the cross section, they 

reconstructed the distribution of Li metal and voids in 3D space. Interestingly, they found that concentrated 

ether-based electrolytes can render smaller Li-electrolyte interface area. It implies that the parasitic surface 

reactions can be suppressed, owing to the small interface area. The SEI has been shown to have a strong 

influence on the stripping morphology of Li. Shi et al. studied the morphological change of SEI during Li 

stripping.145 They performed SEM observation of the fresh cross section of Li cut by FIB. The results show 

that, nano-voids are generated at the Li-SEI interface upon stripping (Fig. 13A). The fast generation and 

accumulation of the voids at high current densities can lead to crack formation in the SEI layer that initiates 

pitting. In a study by Li et al., two types of SEI, i.e. multilayered in FEC containing electrolyte and mosaic 

in baseline electrolyte, are identified and are shown able to generate different Li stripping morphology, 

respectively, as revealed by TEM (Fig. 13B).146 Rapid local Li dissolution is observed beneath crystalline 

regions in mosaic SEI; while uniform, radial dissolution of Li is observed under multi-layered SEI.

A conclusion from all of these studies is that the SEI formed in fluorinated electrolytes are fundamentally 

different in their ability to facilitate more uniform Li deposition and to improve reversibility of the Li anode. 

Lu et al. showed that addition of LiF salt to aprotic carbonate liquid electrolytes reduced the interfacial 

impedance, produced more uniform electrodeposition Li,147, 148 and improved anode reversibility in Li plate-

strip cycling experiments.149 Both behaviors have been rationalized using Joint Density Functional 
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calculations, which show that the energy barrier for Li adatom transport on a crystalline LiF interphase is 

substantially lower than one composed of lithium carbonate or lithium oxides found in the SEI on Li formed 

in typical carbonates.124, 125 The important role FEC plays in enabling finer control of Li electrodeposition 

and higher reversibility of electrodeposits formed in carbonate media may also be rationalized in this 

context as a easily-reduced carrier for LiF and polymerizable VC.142, 150 We note, however, that the use of 

FEC as an electrolyte additive predates its current popularity in electrochemical cells based on Li metal 

anodes.151, 152 Specifically, FEC was initially employed as an additive in Li-ion batteries, and showed 

beneficial effects on the SEI formed on the anode, e.g. graphite153, Si154. 

Brown et al. used TEM to characterize the Li deposits from electrolytes with different FEC contents (0%, 

10% and 100%).155 They found that the SEI formed in the 100% FEC electrolyte is nanostructured LiF with 

a smooth coating of Li2CO3. Simulations of the density of states and of the electrostatic potential show that 

the LiF-Li interface has a higher energy barrier for electron tunneling into the SEI.156 This means that Li 

electrodeposition can only occurs at the Li surface, suppressing the direct reduction of Li in the SEI via 

electron tunneling effect. The presence of Li2CO3 in the SEI reportedly can reduce interfacial resistance.157 

In contrast, the SEI formed in EC/DMC with 0% FEC is oxygen enriched, and no fluorine peak is observed 

in EDS. A similar beneficial effect of FEC is reported for Na metal electrodeposition. Rodriguez et al. 

studied Na deposition in electrolyte with or without FEC component.158 They performed time of flight 

secondary ion-mass spectroscopy to probe the composition of SEI. The results show that the SEI in FEC-

containing electrolyte has a higher NaF content and a lower PO- content. This implies that the presence of 

NaF can prevent the continuous reduction of  anion on Na surface.PF6
―

The Li+ flux towards the electrode is directly limited by Li+ transport across the SEI. Once formed, the Li+ 

ion transport properties and mechanics of the SEI are therefore important determinants of its effectiveness 

in regulating Li electrodeposition.  Lu et al. used time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy to quantify 

the Li+ cation and the BF4
- anion transport within the SEI formed in 1M LiClO4-EC/DEC electrolyte.159 

They found that there is a porous structure of a thickness around 5nm on the outer layer of SEI. Beneath 
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the porous layer is a dense layer mainly composed of Li2O and Li2CO3. The presence of BF4
- anion is 

limited to the porous layer, meaning that the dense layer poorly conducts BF4
-. In contrast, 6Li+ tracer was 

detected in the dense layer, implying that the dense layer conducts Li+ possible via interstitials or vacancies. 

Maraschky et al. developed a model to explain the onset of dendritic Li growth from a perspective of Li+
 

transport across the SEI (Fig. 14).160 They defined τonset as the point at which dendritic growth occurs. When 

t< τonset, the thickness of SEI increases, which leading to an increasingly serious Li+ depletion. When t= 

τonset, the thickness of SEI reaches , and the concentration of Li+ at the Li-SEI interface drops 𝑛𝐹𝐷𝑆𝐸𝐼𝑆𝐶0𝑖 ―1

to zero. Afterwards (t> τonset), the interface is fundamentally unstable. Li dendrites preferentially grow from 

the sites where the SEI is thin or ruptured. This prediction is consistent with the experimental results 

reported by Chen et al.161 Li deposition morphologies in a series of DOL/DME-based electrolytes with 

different LiNO3:LiTFSI salt molar ratios were evaluated (0:10, 2:8, 4:6, 6:4 and 8:2). The Li deposits 

gradually change from a wire-like morphology to a more spherical shape. This evolution in growth 

morphology is consistent with expectations for the increasing Li+ diffusivity in the SEI achieved by varying 

the electrolyte salt composition.

The presence of some unexpected species in the SEI can induce Li dendritic growth. Soft X-ray 

spectroscopy results show that the dissolved species from the cathode, e.g. Mn2+, is present in the anode 

SEI.162, 163 The Mn2+ presumably can be reduced into electron conducting Mn0 particles embedded in the 

SEI. The presence of the electron conducting Mn0 particles promotes the disruption of SEI and the dendritic 

Li growth into the SEI. There are also reports claiming that SEI is not necessary for the wire-like growth 

of Li. Steiger et al. studied the morphologies of Li deposited via physical vapor deposition method and 

liquid electrochemical deposition method, respectively.164 According to SEM characterization, the authors 

claim that the PVD Li and the electrodeposited Li have strong resemblance in morphology, and that this 

resemblance indicates the underlying mechanisms dominating Li deposition morphologies in the two 

methods could be the same. The wire-like growth of other metals including Cu and Si during PVD is also 

reported in the literature, where the phenomenon interpreted as a result of surface dewetting of 
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electrodeposits.165 On this basis, the authors further attributed the needle growth of Li to the presence of 

defect sites on the surface. The highly mobile Li atoms diffuse towards and accumulate around defects in 

the form of needles. The authors suggest strategies that enhance the crystallinity of Li be implemented to 

prevent the surface diffusion. In addition to needle-like Li, it is shown that “bush” growth is only present 

in electrochemical deposition, implying that it is a phenomenon controlled by SEI. We however notice that 

as revealed in a study by Gireaud et al, pulsed laser deposited Li on stainless steel exhibits a granular and 

relatively homogeneous morphology, and no whiskers or needle-like deposits are observed.166 This suggests 

the wire-like Li morphology obtained via PVD mentioned by Steiger et al. does not sufficiently prove the 

wire-like Li morphology in liquid electrolyte is independent of SEI.164

It is clear that the cryo-electron microscopy has made possible a more comprehensive understanding of the 

composition and structure of the SEI with atomic scale resolution. Many aspects of the new findings, 

including the composition of the inorganic and organic species and their relative position with respect to 

the electrode are of course not entirely unexpected based on knowledge of reduction potentials of the 

components used in the various electrolytes, fast decay of the electric field produced by any charged surface 

in a salty liquid electrolyte, and thermodynamic stabilities of the products of the electrode reduction 

reactions.167 However the factors responsible for the apparent compartmentalization of the respective 

products and for the scale of the compartments, including the large size of the SEI are to date largely 

unknown. The study by Zachman et. al.,136 for example, reveals large void spaces in the SEI which the 

authors tentatively attribute to ethylene gas produced by reduction of ethylene carbonate.  Huang et. al.168 

recently combined cryo-STEM and Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry (DEMS) to interrogate 

the SEI and gas composition in the head space of a composite carbon-black anode designed to mimic the 

electrode in a lithium ion battery. These authors reported that substantial amounts of ethylene gas is 

produced during cycling of the carbon anode and that an originally thin SEI can grow to hundreds of 

nanometers during cycling. It is possible that the expansion and movement of lower-density gas pockets 

created at the negative electrode is responsible for pushing material away from the metal electrolyte 
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interface and for providing the driving force for compartmentalization. It is also known that once 

polymerization of electrolyte components is initiated, particularly by anionic centers, the reaction can 

propagate over distances that are set by a competition between the timescale for active center diffusion and 

termination.169 To the extent that the compartments in a mosaic or layering model are formed by electrode 

reduction products held together by an in-situ formed organic polymer, it is possible to achieve essentially 

any SEI thickness — limited only by the inter-electrode spacing. As a final note, we reference the recent 

operando optical visualization studies of Deng et al.,48 particularly the supporting videos, which show how 

aggressively orphaned fragments of dendritic sodium electrodes migrate to fill the inter-electrode space to 

highlight that there are other mechanisms available in a battery  that may aid mass transport over large 

distances. In addition to providing answers to these fundamental questions, new studies able to answer any 

of the following questions are considered crucial for progress: (i) Does Li deposit beneath the SEI formed 

in the previous plating/stripping cycle? This question is important because if in each cycle, a certain amount 

of Li needs to be irreversible lost owing to the SEI forming reactions, there then exists a fundamental limit 

on the reversibility of Li. Furthermore, the accumulation of the SEI “shell” after Li stripping can form a 

thick inactive layer and block the mass transport pathway. Considering that SEI is formed on the individual 

Li wires, it is less probable that new Li can grow along the SEI “shell”. (ii) Does Li+ transport across the 

SEI in plating/stripping, or does Li preferentially grows/dissolves along the crack sites? In the former case, 

the transport parameters of the SEI emerge as crucial aspect in understanding Li deposition morphology. 

The measurements of transport parameters of SEI still remain inconclusive, in part due to the heterogeneous, 

complicated nature of the SEI. In the latter case (i.e. Li preferentially grows at crack sites), the mechanical 

properties of SEI act as the determining factor in deposition morphology. (iii) How do ions transport across 

and within the SEI? On the one hand, the high cation diffusion energy in the inorganic crystals (e.g. 0.7~2.0 

eV for LiF) suggests that the ion transport through a bulk inorganic crystal is very slow (10-7~10-13 S/cm).170 

On the other, we’ve already pointed to JDFT analysis and experiments that conclusively show that surface 

diffusion barriers for Li adatoms are lower on LiF than on other inorganic components reported thus far in 

the SEI.   (iv) What is the desirable SEI composition and structure? The preponderance of recent studies 
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indicate that fluorinated electrolyte components lead to SEI that are enriched in LiF and fluorinated organic 

species that enable finer control of electrodeposit morphology and reversibility. However, contrary to the 

idealistic substrates modeled with the JDFT analysis,125 the LiF component is typically distributed in 

localized pockets in the SEI and is always accompanied by lithium oxide and carbonates, meaning that the 

large enhancements in mobility anticipated from theory may only be possible in interphases that are 

precisely fabricated  using processes such as magnetron sputtering.148  Nonetheless, we note that JDFT as 

well as  a limited set of published results,171 indicate that brominated analogs of popular fluorinated 

electrolyte additives could be superior components in an SEI. Careful studies analogous to those for 

fluorinated electrolyte additives would not only provide a more rigorous assessment of these findings but 

will also add to the chemistry toolbox for designing SEI for the Li metal anode.  

2.4 Influence of external factors 

A rarely discussed but differentiating aspect of rechargeable batteries is that they are closed electrochemical 

reactors. This means that with the exception of the electrode formation step, exchange of matter created 

inside a battery with the surroundings or vice-versa is unavailable as a tool to remove undesired species 

formed in the cell or to introduce required components (e.g. the Li metal anode or fluorinated electrolyte 

additives) that may be exhausted over the hundreds or thousands of cycles of operation. While the concept 

of batteries with refreshable anodes has been explored,172 battery designs that allow the Li metal anode or 

other cell components to be easily refreshed are to our knowledge unexplored.  Temperature, mechanical 

stress, magnetic torques, and gravitational forces are on the other hand well known in other engineering 

contexts for their ability to transport energy and momentum across physical boundaries — in both directions. 

In this section we review the existing literature with the aim of identifying underlying principles that could 

be leveraged to achieve fine control of electrodeposition processes at the Li metal anode.
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Early reports show that temperature can have a profound effect on electrodeposition of metals. For example, 

at elevated temperature Zn has been reported to form larger electrodeposits173 and the brightness/reflectivity 

of Sn electrodeposit films has been reported to increase with temperature.174 In theory, Li+ transport in a 

bulk electrolyte and at interphases would be enhanced as temperature increases, but these potential benefits 

must be balanced against the faster kinetics of parasitic reactions in the closed cell, forming a thicker SEI 

and consuming active components in the closed cell. It is then unsurprising that literature reports reveal that 

thermal influences on lithium metal anode uniformity are multifaceted and complex.

Ishikawa et al. studied the electrochemical performance of Li metal anodes at sub-ambient temperatures (-

20, -10, 0℃) conditions in carbonate electrolytes.6, 175, 176 The main observation is that a low-temperature 

precycling condition can enhance the Li cyclability in the subsequent cycles at room temperature. The 

authors suggested that compact SEI formed at low temperature remains stable during the cycling. Park et 

al. investigated the resistance and sand’s time at low temperatures.177 The internal resistance is negatively 

correlated to temperature, while the sand’s time is increases as the temperature decreases. As concluded by 

the authors, the high resistance at low temperature retards the dendrite growth. Love et al. used in-situ 

optical microscopy to the growth of Li dendrites at -10, 5 and 20℃.178 As shown in Fig. 15A-1, the Li 

deposition morphology is temperature dependent— the low temperature of -20℃ favors mushroom-like 

morphology, while Li deposits are needle like at 5 and 20℃. Li shows a higher propensity for battery short 

at sub-ambient temperatures.179 The short-circuit time is the shortest at 5℃, and longest at 20℃. An 

empirical equation is given to describe the relation between temperature and short circuit time. tsc = tif(T)

, where tsc is short-circuit time, ti is dendrite initiation time, vd is the +
l

vdf(i, T, morphology) +morphology f(T)

dendrite growth rate, l is the interelectrode distance, i is the applied current. Love further discussed the 

interaction between Li dendrites and polymer separators at low temperatures. The polymer separator 

becomes brittle below the glass transition temperature, as evidence by the disappearance of the plastic 

deformation regime. Owing to the different Li deposition morphologies and separator properties at different 
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temperatures, three types of interactions are identified, i.e. brittle fracture, puncture and mixed penetration 

of separator (Fig. 15A-2).180

Mogi et al. used in-situ AFM to probe the Li deposition on a nickel substrate at elevated temperatures in 

propylene carbonate.181, 182 The Li plating/stripping Coulombic efficiency is higher than that at room 

temperature. The AFM observation shows that the surface film of Li deposition at 80℃ is smoother. The 

authors examined the role of this smooth surface film by performing a Li deposition/dissolution cycle at 

80℃, followed by subsequent Li deposition at room temperature. The Li surface morphology turns out to 

be rough. The authors hypothesized that the self-reparability of the surface film at elevated temperature 

should be accounted for. It is also pointed out the faster surface diffusion rate of Li atoms at elevated 

temperature is one plausible reason.

Recent studies investigated the temperature-dependent Li nucleation and growth behaviors.183-185 They 

showed that at elevated temperatures, e.g. 60℃, Li exhibits larger nucleation size and lower number density, 

leading to a more compact morphology (Fig. 15B). The main interpretation of this temperature dependence 

is that mass transport is significantly faster at elevated temperatures. In the liquid phase, Li+ ion diffusivities 

are strongly dependent on temperature183, 186: ,  and 1.05 × 10 ―5 @ 60℃ 3.40 × 10 ―6 @ 20℃ 6.1 × 10 ―7

. Likewise, the Li-ion transport through the SEI is also facilitated at suggested by Rct measured  @ ― 20℃

by EIS. XPS analysis reveals that formation of LiF on Li surface is facilitated, which stabilizes the Li metal 

surface and provides a fast Li+ ion transport across the SEI. In contrast, the temperature dependence is much 

less obvious in a carbonate electrolyte, which still lacks an interpretation. Annealing is also common 

phenomenon observed in many materials at elevated temperatures, during which unnecessary 

microstructures can be smoothed out forming a flatter surface. Aryanfar et al. performed coarse-grain – 

Monte Carlo simulations of annealing processes for Li dendrites.187 The surface diffusion and the bulk 

diffusion activation energy barriers are 10.1 kcal/mol and 2.5 kcal/mol, respectively. Due to the small 

difference between the two, it is highly plausible that both mechanisms occur simultaneously. The Li 

deposition morphology was evaluated using normalized dendrite length , where L is λ（T,t） =  
1
𝐿∑𝑛

𝑖 = 1𝜆𝑖𝑝𝑖
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the interelectrode distance. The simulation predicts that heating enhances bulk and surface diffusion of Li 

and annealing at 55℃ reduces representative dendrite length by 36%. In particular, the mobility of Li atoms 

may play an important role above the onset temperature of surface reconstruction TSR=294K.188 It is 

consistent with a report by Li et al.,116 where the authors describe the healing behavior of Li dendrites 

induced by local self-heating in Li metal cells cycled at 9 mA/cm2. 189

The composition and structure of SEI is shown to be dependent on temperature. Wang et al. observed 

similar behaviors for Li metal anodes at elevated temperature.190 Cryo-TEM was utilized to further reveal 

the origin of the improvement in Li reversibility (97.6% for 300 cycles, 97.4% for 75 cycles, 96.1% for 30 

cycles and 65.4% for 2 cycles at 60, 20, 0 and -20℃, respectively). As shown in Fig. 15C, the authors 

observed distinct SEI at 60℃— it is thicker (35 nm vs. 20 nm at 20℃) and has a crystalline Li2O layer 

which is absent in the SEI formed at 20℃. It is hypothesized that the greater thickness and the existence of 

crystalline Li2O can stabilize the SEI layer that effectively passivates the Li metal. Another cryo-TEM study 

by Thenuwara et al. showed the SEI is thinner at subambient temperature, i.e. -40 ℃ , and is mainly 

composed of nanoscale LiF (<10 nm), as opposed to the Li2O and Li2CO3 observed in the SEI formed at 

room temperature. However, extremely low plating/stripping CE around was observed at -40℃.

Literature reports showing that the cycle life of lithium metal cells is improved at elevated temperature are 

encouraging because they allay obvious concerns about offsetting contributions from faster parasitic 

reaction kinetics. We note nonetheless that although the cycle lifetime is reported to be significantly 

prolonged at elevated temperature, the increase in Li plating stripping Coulombic efficiency is not 

significant, in spite of the flattening of Li deposition morphology. As noted in the introduction section of 

the review, a near unity Coulombic efficiency is a requirement for stable cycling of the lithium metal anode 

in cells with low N:P. We believe this paradoxical result requires more fundamental studies (e.g. using 

DEMS and cryo-STEM interrogation) of kinetics of degradation reactions and further experimentation in 

Li cells with more limited amounts of Li (i.e. lower N:P) to understand the sources of irreversible Li 

capacity at elevated temperatures?184 In addition, due to the low melting point of  Li and presence of 
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significant compressive mechanical forces introduced during cell assembly, the Li deposits can undergo  

creep deformations and flow at elevated temperatures,191 as will be discussed in the next section. Since the 

Li electrodeposition for SEM characterization was performed in coin cell whose internal pressure is large, 

is the flattening behavior mainly due to the mechanical deformation?

Stress and strain associated with internal volume change or external forces are another key set of factors 

that must be understood to facilitate fine control of electrodeposition processes.192, 193 The detrimental 

effects of stress on intercalation electrodes generated during battery cycling are well received: (1) electrode 

materials deform and ultimately pulverize. The pulverization damages the electron transport pathway, 

causing the formation of “orphaned” material and the increase in impedance; (2) stress-induced cracks in 

SEI continuously expose fresh, unpassivated surface to the electrolyte. The fresh surface reacts with the 

electrolyte, which results in irreversible material loss and low charge-discharge Coulombic efficiency. 

The influence of stress and strain on Li electrodeposition are coupled to intrinsic (e.g. the volume change 

during Li plating/stripping) as well as external factors (the effect of mechanical pressure on the kinetics of 

the metal reduction reaction).194, 195 These effects may be either beneficial or problematic  depending on the 

underlying mechanics of the electrode components. For example, the fatigue deformation created by 

periodic shrinkage and swelling of the underlying Li anode can cause weaker, mossy deposit fragments to 

break away from the electrode mass to become electronically isolated — and therefore electrochemically 

inaccessible.  The solid Li fragments created between the anode current collector and the separator/SSE 

that are originally in direct contact is able to deform and then penetrate the separator/SSE, especially at 

cavity sites,196 physically bridging the anode and the cathode, which gives rise to dangerous battery short. 

In contrast, theoretical analysis83, 194, 195, 197, 198 and a growing body of experiment199-202 show that electrolyte 

mechanics may play a role in regulating Li electrodeposition either through control of the electrode kinetics 

or by driving ion transport away from relatively compressed regions in an electrolyte near dendrites to 

counter the effect of electric field line concentration which promotes transport to the dendrites. Therefore, 
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it is fundamentally important to understand the mechanical properties of Li metal deposits and to clarify 

how stress-strain behavior in an electrochemical cell influences Li deposition.

Bulk mechanical properties of Li as a representative BCC metal have been reported extensively in a 

metallurgical context. Reported values are nonetheless characterized by large variations, e.g. elastic 

modulus values from 1.84 to 7.8 GPa and yield stress values from 0.48 to 1.10 MPa.203, 204 The accurate 

measurement of Li’s mechanical properties is challenging, primarily owing to its propensity for reacting 

with oxygen, moisture and other components in the open environment. This means that Li should be 

handled throughout the sample preparation and the mechanical test within a protective gas, e.g. high purity 

Ar. Some tests reported were not performed under inert gas protection,205-207 which could yield data that are 

less genuine. Recently, a few papers report on the mechanical measurements of Li metal bulk mechanical 

properties carried out in Ar-filled glovebox. Herbert et al. performed a systematic investigation based on 

nanoindentation tests into the mechanical behaviors of vapor deposited polycrystalline Li film, including 

its elastic modulus208 and the transition to  plastic flow mechanisms.209, 210 The measured elastic moduli are 

between 9.8 GPa ±11.9% and 8.2 GPa ±14.5% for different film thicknesses. From a microscopic point of 

view, DFT calculations show that BCC Li is unusually soft and can hardly resist plastic deformation mainly 

through dislocation migration, owing to the small energy barriers.211

Creep can occur in Li metal anode operated at room temperature. Li metal has a low melting temperature 

of 453K, relative to other metals (Al: 933K, Mg: 923K, Zn: 692K). At room temperature, the homologous 

temperature of Li TH= 0.66. Additionally, the self diffusion activation energy Q of bulk Li is low (12~13 

kcal/mol212). In particular, local temperature gradient is expected to enlarge the influence of creep plastic 

flow. A recent report by LePage et al. describes the strain rate dependent properties of Li and its implication 

for Li plating/stripping.191 The authors conclude that power-law creep is the dominant deformation 

mechanism of Li during plating/stripping, following , where A is a material-specific 𝜀 = 𝐴𝜎𝑚exp (
― 𝑄𝑐

𝑅𝑇 )

constant, m is the power-law creep exponent, Qc is the activation energy for dislocation clime.
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More broadly, it is known that the mechanical properties of solids are strongly dependent on size and 

specific morphology induced by deformation, e.g. the Hall-Petch relationship,213 work-hardening,214 etc. 

The behaviors at small scales or in dendritic/mossy morphology can be very different than those of bulk Li. 

Xu et al. performed uniaxial compression experiment on Li micropillars with diameters ranging from 1.39 

μm to 9.45 μm, and an obvious size effect was observed.203 The yield stress increases from 15 MPa at 9.45 

μm to 105 MPa at 1.39 μm (Fig. 16A).

The Li obtained via electrodeposition is more complicated in microstructure, which indicates mechanical 

properties of electrodeposited Li can be different with bulk Li or Li pillar. Wang et al. studied the 

mechanical behavior of electrodeposited mossy Li using flat punch indentation (Fig. 16B).215 The Young’s 

modulus of mossy Li is 1.6~2.6 GPa, depending on the indentation condition, which is smaller than the 

bulk modulus (~7.8 GPa) measured by the same method. The much smaller modulus of mossy Li is 

attributable to its porous nature. Interestingly, the creep depth of mossy Li is much smaller than that of bulk 

Li and is barely influenced by punch stress. Dislocation starvation and the presence of inorganic species in 

the SEI are suggested as two possible factors contributing to the enhanced creep resistance of 

electrodeposited mossy Li.

Mechanical properties of SEI. The solid-electrolyte interphase is in direct mechanical contact with Li 

electrodeposits. The mechanical properties of SEI are therefore important and can govern Li deposition 

morphology. The SEI formed on Li-ion anodes, e.g. MnO,216 HOPG and Si,217 have been investigated in a 

few early studies. The SEI in Li-ion anodes are relevant because the electrochemical potential of these 

anodes in battery cycling is close to . As a result, the SEI formed via electrolyte reduction is 𝜑Li + /Li

comparable to the one on Li metal anode. Zhang et al. measured the elastic modulus of the SEI by AFM 

indentation.216 As the tip presses into the sample surface, the AFM records the force (stress) and the 

indentation depth (strain). The SEI initially exhibits elasticity as evidenced by a linear stress-strain relation, 

followed by a plastic yield. Statistics show that the young’s modulus has very broad distributions from 101 

to 104 MPa for the sample discharged to 0.1V, from 100 to 104 MPa for the sample discharged to 0.01V. 
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The very broad distributions suggest the heterogeneous nature of the SEI. As shown in Fig. 17, the 

theoretical moduli of possible SEI components have a large difference among each other.218 The inorganic 

components’ moduli are significantly higher than the organic ones. Yoon et al. recently report a novel 

method to measure the modulus of SEI.219 A thin layer of Li is vapor deposited on free PDMS substrate, 

which was later placed in contact with the electrolyte. The electrolyte in situ reacts with Li, generating the 

SEI and a buckled surface pattern of the PDMS film owing to the compressive stress state of the SEI. The 

topography of the buckled surface was probed by AFM. The SEI modulus can be calculated according to 

the wavelength of the buckled structure by the so-called strain-induced elastic buckling instability for 

mechanical measurements.220 The measurements yield a relatively narrow distribution of modulus values 

within 1.0 GPa to 2.5 GPa, independent of SEI thickness.

Stress has been already discussed as a factor governing the morphology of Li deposits, but stress is a 

tensorial quantity and the directions of imposed forces and precise surfaces upon which they act can become 

complicated in an electrochemical cell. It has been  shown for example that, in a prestressed lithium cell, 

the stress acting on lithium electrode can change from  tensile to compressive after metal deposition.221 In 

addition to prestress generated in cell assembling (Fig. 18A-1), the Li deposition itself gives rise to a local 

stress field (Fig. 18A-2).222 Early studies based on continuum-scale models predict that surface tension 

resist the formation of high surface area dendritic electrodeposits.223, 224 Monroe et al. compared the 

contribution of surface tension and mechanical stress associated with the growth of Li metal into a PEO 

separator, and concluded that the mechanical stress is the dominant factor.194 However, subsequent studies 

by Tikekar et al. showed that if the effect of pressure gradients at a rough electrode on ion transport are 

properly taken into account, surface tension becomes a formidable force in flattening Li electrodeposits on 

small length scales.80, 83, 195 The stabilizing effect of surface tension is also predicted to be much larger in 

electrolytes, such as single-ion conductors,  in which a large fraction of the anions are immobilized.195  

There are therefore multiple consequences of placing a high modulus electrolyte in direct contact with a Li 

metal electrode: (a) Reducing the reduction reaction rate and hence the exchange current density to the 
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deposit dendrite tip. (b) Driving pressure driven ion transport away from the tips, which produces a more 

uniform ion flux at the electrode.  (c) Creating plastic deformation of Li that, could serve to smooth the 

electrodeposit morphology.225 Barai et al. produced phase maps (Fig. 19) describing the predicted Li 

morphology with varying current density and modulus for only a subset of the three effects.225, 226 A key 

finding nonetheless is that when the ratio of the imposed current density to the limiting current is low, 

polymer electrolytes with moduli in the MPa range can facilitate more uniform electrodeposition of Li. 

Natsiavas et al. formulated a model to describe the effect of prestress on the Li+ transport across the a solid 

electrolyte and within the Li-electrolyte interface.227 The pressure can alter chemical potential and lead to 

pressure assisted diffusion. The model predicts that a modest applied stress (1 MPa) is able to reduce surface 

roughening of Li electrode.

The effects of imposed stresses on Li deposition morphology have been reported to be both obvious and 

large, as experimentally observed using various microscopies.228, 229 The Li deposition morphology 

achieved under compression (1.1 MPa) is significantly flatter than the Li formed in a pressure-free 

environment as suggested by the greater diameter of the whiskers under pressure, though it still shows a 

porous nature (Fig. 18B). Computer simulation suggests that a >20 MPa stack pressure could be able to 

suppress the formation of void volume during Li plating.198 He et al. directly visualized the growth of Li 

whisker in the presence of constraint under in situ TEM.66 The authors identified four scenarios —— 

buckling, kinking, yielding and transition from axial growth to lateral growth. This provides direct support 

that aggressive Li growth can be retarded by stress. Yin et al. observed a strong dependence of Li 

plating/stripping CE on the magnitude of pressure applied, i.e. a 5% increase in CE value and a five-fold 

longer cycle life (Fig. 18C).229 Louli et al. measured the capacity retention of anode-free Li metal under 

various pressure conditions (0.075-2.2 MPa), and found that 1.2 MPa is optimal for battery operation (Fig. 

18D).230

Other factors including application of magnetic, gravitational, and buoyancy forces have been reported to 

influence electrodeposition of metals.  The effect of magnetic field on the operation of electrochemical cells 
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has, for example, been of interest for decades.231, 232 And, magnetic fields have been reported to alter 

electrodeposition morphology of metals, e.g. Zn233, 234 and Cu235. The effect is understood in terms of the 

effect of the coupling between the magnetic field B and the ionic current to create a Lorentz Force, FL=J × 

B, which creates a convective flux in liquid electrolytes that enhances mass transport. Because the direction 

of ion migration in an electrochemical cell is generally normal to the electrode, an extra flux with non-zero 

component in the direction of the electrode surface normal is only possible if J deviates from the electrode 

normal, as occurs near a dendritic deposit. From the definition of the vector cross-product, the Lorentz 

Force normalizes the distribution of cations arriving at the electrode surface. However, since the effect 

relies on curvature of ionic path-lines induced by non-planarity at the electrode surface it typically requires 

high magnetic fields to be effective during the early stages of non-planar, dendritic deposition. Recent 

studies report the influence of magnetic field on Li metal electrodeposition morphology and find that under 

certain conditions, Li deposit morphologies are made more planar (Fig. 20A).236, 237 A possible complication 

in fully ascribing these observations to the induced Lorentz force is that if, as is typically the case for Li, 

electrodeposition is not limited by mass transport in the electrolyte bulk, but rather by ion transport in and 

through the SEI, an enhancement of the bulk ion flux alone would seem insufficient to produce the extent 

of electrodeposit flattening observed in the experiments.

It is known that density gradients in fluids can drive a natural convective flow as a result of the existing 

buoyancy force.238 In an electrolyte, such density gradients can couple with electric field lines to  produce 

an unstable electroconvective flow239 analogous to the classical Rayleigh-Bernard instability  produced by 

temperature gradients in a fluid. The net effect is to create regions near an electrode with increased cation 

flux produced by downwelling of the heavier ions. If the gravitational and electric fields are antiparallel 

this classical effect is typically small, if they are parallel, however it is conventionally thought to destabilize 

ion transport to an electrode producing non-uniform electrodeposition. The effect of gravitational forces on 

electrodeposition morphology has been demonstrated by Fukunaka et al. using Cu electrodes.240 The 

authors observed the size of Cu deposits formed at 10-4 G is significantly larger than under normal gravity. 
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They interpret their findings in terms of the lowering of the surface cation concentration and number density 

of electrodeposit nuclei produced by suppressed natural convection in a weak gravitational field. Nishikawa 

et al. visualized a similar Cu electrodeposition process in diffusion-controlled regime by optical microscopy 

(Fig. 20B).241 After 8s deposition at 2.5 A/cm2, the Cu pattern obtained under microgravity condition is 

more uniform, suggesting that the buoyancy induced convective flow does have a significant influence on 

electrodeposition morphology. Although no analogous effects have been reported for the effect of gravity 

on Li electrodeposition, it is plausible that similar beneficial effects of low gravity deposition are possible 

for Li, particularly in a diffusion-limited regime where strong gravitational influences on hydrodynamic 

stability are predicted by theory.242

Gassing is a common phenomenon associated with electrolyte reduction reactions that accompany 

electrodeposition of metals. The formation of bubbles near the electrode surface is conventionally thought 

to produce porous, irregular electrodeposition films.243 In situ phase contrast radiology observation shows 

that the bubbles attached to electrode surface can template Zn electrodeposition. Zn grows laterally on the 

surface of the bubbles until they are fully covered (Fig. 20C).244 In Li metal electrodeposition, gases, 

including H2, C2H4 and CO2, are generated during the formation of SEI.33, 245 Zhu et al. visualized the 

interaction between newly-formed bubbles and Li electrodeposits.246 The bubbles impose a mechanical 

force on Li deposits and partially fragment the Li. This would also seem to exacerbate formation of dead 

Li owing to the breakage from the larger deposit or from the substrate. Finally, owing to the low 

electrochemical potential, Li metal is chemically reactive with nearly all species that can accept electrons. 

Lin et al. investigated the corrosion of Li deposits, which is in essence governed by a galvanic process 

between Li and the conductive current collector (Fig. 20D).247 The authors reported that overtime nearly 

spherical Li electrodeposits on a Cu current collector can undergo a shape change —from spherical to 

concave, leading to heterogeneity of the SEI on Li non-uniform Li electrodeposition by the processes 

already discussed in the review. This observation is of particular importance as it suggests that no matter 
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how uniform the initial Li electrodeposit morphology on the current collector, the deposit topography will 

over time roughen as a result of galvanic corrosion.

3. Towards practical strategies for achieving fine control of Li electrodeposition 

3.1 Electrolytes and Interphases 

In this section we review recent, purpose-driven research aimed at designing electrolytes, interphases, and 

electrode architectures able to address fundamental barriers discussed in the previous sections of the review. 

We do not review the already substantial literature focused on synthesis and design of liquid,248 including 

ionic liquids249, 250 & euctectics,251 solid-state ceramic252 & polymers,253, 254 and polymer-inorganic hybrid255, 

256 electrolytes. An in-depth discussion of the design of solid-state electrolyte can be found in a recent 

Review.257 This literature rightly focuses on how intrinsic characteristics, such as molecular structure, 

chemical bonding, and molecular packing influence crystallinity, ion-pair dissociation, ion transport, 

mechanical properties and thermal stability of electrolyte solvents. Thus, while it is understood that facile 

room-temperature ion transport, wide temperature and voltage operating windows and low flammability 

are the traditional design variables for all electrolytes, we use the discussion about interphases in Section 

2.3 to organize the emerging literature focused on electrolyte design rules unique to the lithium metal anode. 

In so doing we take the traditional requirements as a given and consider the role electrolytes serve as 

vehicles for enabling interphase designs able to facilitate fine control of Li electrodeposition and high 

reversibility of the Li metal anode. The search for practical solutions would be incomplete, however, 

without consideration of recent progress to overcome the substantial challenges associated with developing 

electrolyte designs —solid-state, functional ionic liquids, polymers — able to enable safe operation of 

batteries that utilize a Li metal anode, particularly under abuse conditions. We therefore draw the reader’s 

attention to two comprehensive recent reviews that address this subject,28, 257 to supplement the perspectives 

reached in this section of the review. 

3.1.1 Designing Liquid Electrolytes for Li anodes
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We stated previously that the most differentiating aspects of the electrochemistry of battery cells that utilize 

the Li anode are that interphases formed spontaneously on the metal play a large role in the reversibility of 

the anode. Because interphases in any electrolyte (liquid or solid) are formed by both chemical and 

electrochemical reduction reactions between Li and electrolyte components (solvents, salt, additives), 

understanding how the various components undergo or limit such reactions is an important precondition 

for good electrolyte design for the Li metal anode. The working mechanism of SEI has been discussed in a 

handful of excellent reviews.129, 258-260 Briefly, the electrochemical reduction of electrolyte/additives form 

the SEI in the vicinity of the electrode material surface, which kinetically prevents further electrolyte 

reduction and selectively allows lithium ions to pass without causing solvent co-intercalation. Chemical 

reaction between the electrolyte and lithium may also occur spontaneously upon contact, evidenced by the 

increasing impedance with the resting time.261 Electrochemical processes may catalyze these reactions or 

produce new ones which may lead to a too thick SEI on lithium metal to conduct ions in the electrolyte 

bulk, causing utilization of the anode to degrade overtime.262 Additionally, unlike the better known graphite 

anode in LIBs,  for which the highly reducing electrode surface can be passivated by the SEI for hundreds 

of charge-discharge cycles,  volume change coupled with the uneven lithium electrodeposition discussed 

earlier causes the SEI to crack and reform repeatedly, depleting components in the cell (solvent, salt, 

additives) as well as the Li anode.263 The strict N:P requirements delenated in the introduction obviously 

cannot be met under such conditions.

 In a typical electrolyte (e.g. 1M LiPF6-EC/DMC) there is approximately 6.7M EC and 5.3M DMC, 

meaning that the electrolyte solvent constitutes by far the more numerous species in the fluid bulk. It is then 

unsurprising that the starting point for the vast majority of studies begins with selecting the electrolyte 

solvent. In this regard, linear and cyclic ethers and their alkyl carbonate esters created by reaction of the 

ethers with carbon dioxide are among the most common choices for a variety of reasons.20, 83, 262-265 First, 

they able to coordinate with and solvate Li+ ions by virtue of classical (e.g. high dielectric constant) and 

non-classical (e.g. ability to share electrons on an ester or ether oxygen with Li+), which ensures that they 
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provide large numbers of mobile charge carriers in solution than would be anticipated from their dielectric 

constant alone.  Second, they readily form mixtures with each other, which makes it possible to formulate 

a wide range of electrolyte compositions with few starting components, including electrolytes with low 

viscosities at room temperature. Finally, they can oligomerize/polymerize at the reducing potentials at the 

Li anode to produce polymer by ring-opening and/or anionic mechanisms.83, 133, 263, 266, 267 

The most straightforward and scalable approach to tune the SEI of lithium metal is therefore by blending 

effective additives into the electrolyte, which preferentially interact with the lithium anode surface prior to 

battery cycling. For instance, vinylene carbonate (VC) and fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) are two 

additives widely used in typical carbonate-based electrolytes (eg. 1.0 M LiPF6/LiTFSI/LiFSI in EC:DMC, 

EMC or DEC) as reported in literature.143, 151, 268, 269 Their working mechanism is similar to that on a graphite 

anode, which involves undergoing reduction prior to the dominating solvents and forming a robust, stable 

and ion-conductive oligomer/polymer film. Depending upon the constituents, the formed polymer layers 

may either coat the anode to protect it (e.g. FEC and VC)65, 143, 146 or otherwise may serve as binders to 

other components of the SEI together. The quality of SEI may therefore vary significantly with 

electrolyte components and thus careful design is nontrivial. A well-known example is the minor difference 

between ethylene carbonate (EC) and propylene carbonate (PC) result in completely distinct anode stability 

characteristics.270, 271 In most carbonate esters, the reactions proceed continuously and tailored 

strategies including addition of sacrificial, easily reduced organic species147, 149, 151, 272 are required 

to stop runaway of the interface impedance and to limit loss of active materials.

A trace amount of additives may change the properties of SEI fundamentally and thus provide stability. 

Studies have shown that doping  DOL/DME based electrolyte with <<1% LiNO3 benefit lithium 

electrodeposition in Li/S cells, which can work synergistically with other additives such as Li2S.273, 274 

Effective additives include gaseous species, ionic liquids, surfactants, aromatic compounds, alkali metal 

salts, etc. While these additives cover a broad range of material categories, they share some common 

features that offer insights for the future design of SEI additives. It is obvious SEI forming additives are 
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required to possess a high HOMO and low LUMO compared with other components in the electrolyte to 

ensure full formation.259 Preferentially as-formed SEI films should be homogeneous and chemically stable 

against lithium metal at a large time scale. A balance of inorganic/organic composition of such films is 

equally critical, as low-crystallite organic portion provides elasticity and solvent compatibility, whereas the 

inorganic parts contribute to the ionic conductivity.262 It is worth noting that SEI forming additives are self-

sacrificial in nature, and thus will deplete gradually by forming new SEI on freshly deposited Li as cycling 

continues.275 Thus, it is still of risk to use SEI forming additives alone to stabilize lithium metal anode, 

especially when a significant amount of battery cycles is needed. Most SEI additives are added in the 

electrolyte and become effective by undergoing electrochemical reduction during the formation cycle and 

following few operation cycles. Occasionally, additives that are beneficial to lithium electrodeposition may 

not be most favorable to full cell, either from the perspective of economy or cathode compatibility.147 Thus, 

pretreatment of lithium metal with these chemicals prior to the cell assembly is proposed as an option. A 

number of chemicals in either liquid or gas form, including ionic liquids, boric acid, GeCl4, SiCl4, frenon, 

etc. have been applied to lithium surface to promote the spontaneous reaction to form stabilizing SEI.276-279 

The pretreatment of lithium metal avoids undesired side reactions of additives in the electrochemical cell 

and lowers the cost of electrolyte. However, the Li pretreatment brings challenges to the manufacturing due 

to the high reactivity lithium. Thus, continuous and safe production processes are urgently required for this 

promising lithium protection strategy.

Another class of electrolyte additives contribute to improving SEI indirectly, as they do not participate in 

chemical or electrochemical decomposition, but enrich in SEI to regulate or decelerate SEI re-forming by 

harnessing uneven lithium plating. In other words, these additives work physically on the Li metal surface 

to prevent lithium dendrite growth. Electric repulsing has been applied to smoothen lithium 

electrodeposition.280 By carefully adding alkali metal ions such as cesium that possess a lower reduction 

potential than lithium ions, a positively charged SEI can be realized which homogenizes the lithium 
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electrodeposition. While theoretically the mechanism only works in a narrow alkali ion concentration, 

further studies reveal that additives such as KNO3 benefit the cycling of Li-NCM cells.281 As already noted, 

Lithium binary halide salts (eg. LiF, LiBr) represent another category of physical SEI additives which 

regulate the surface diffusion energy of lithium ions.282 By promoting fast surface ion mobility, such salt 

additives are thought to promote long term stable lithium plating/stripping.171 More exotic yet efficient 

additives have also been reported, such as insoluble nanodimond being co-deposited on the lithium 

surface.283 First principle calculation indicates the nanodiamonds also present a low diffusion energy barrier 

for lithium ion and thus contribute to stable lithium electrodeposition. Even the salt composition used in an 

electrolyte can be formulated for enhancing properties of the SEI. LiPF6, LiBF4, LiBETI, LiTFSI, etc.284, 

285 are among the most popular lithium salts used for maintaining high ionic conductivity in the electrolyte 

bulk, while salts like LiNO3, LiTf, LiDFOB and LiBOB known to undergo facile reduction reaction at the 

lithium anode are used as SEI formers.273, 286 The oxidative window of electrolytes can also rely on the 

nature of salts in a lithium metal battery. For example, salts like LiTFSI, LiTf are known to cause Aluminum 

corrosion, thus preventing the high voltage operation using cathodes like LiNMC or NCA. On contrary, 

salts like LiPF6 or LiBF4 are effective in operating window as high as 5.1V vs. Li/Li+. Recently, it has been 

found that LiPF6 salt additive as low as 0.05M is effective in suppressing Al corrosion by formation of a 

thin film of AlF3 layer.287 Thus, several combinations of salts in the electrolyte have been regarded as 

effective in suppressing different aspects battery instabilities (like lithium metal deposition and cathode 

potential). Previously, Zheng et al.288 showed that combining 0.6M LiTFSI, 0.4M LiBOB along with 0.05M 

LiPF6 is effective in enabling stable cycling of Li||NMC battery for over 500 cycles with a retention of 97.1% 

capacity. Recent work by Weber et al.289 utilized a solvent combination of FEC: DEC (1:1) and studied the 

effect of LiPF6, LiDFOB and LiBF4 salts. They found that the combination of 0.6M LiDFOB and 0.6M 

LiBF4 is most effective in stabilizing the lithium metal deposition and operation of high voltage NMC 

cathode. In fact, they were able to cycle an anode-free battery (Cu||NMC) for 90 cycles with 80% retention.
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It is understood however that the electrolyte solvent used in a lithium battery must only be capable of 

forming good interphases at the reducing potentials at the anode, but must also be stable at the oxidizing 

potentials at the cathode. Interestingly, many studies have shown the dilemma of choosing the right solvent 

that can simultaneously form a stable SEI on the lithium metal and at the same time withstand high 

electrochemical potentials of the cathode.  For example, ether-based electrolytes have been reported to form 

a polymeric SEI on the metal anode that is robust and ion conducting. However, the ether electrolytes 

typically breakdown at a voltage of 3.81 vs Li/Li+, thus they cannot serve as the solvent for high voltage 

batteries. On the contrary, carbonate-based electrolytes show high oxidative stability at least up to 4.2V, 

however they are poor SEI formers on the lithium anode. Hence, there has been a significant attempt at 

designing new or combining known solvents that can effectively address the issues of both electrodes. For 

example, Yang et al.290 recently showed that liquified gas electrolyte comprising of fluoromethane (FM) 

can be mixed with tetrahydrofurane (THF) that has the desirable solvation structure and transport properties. 

This electrolyte is shown to have high lithium transference number of 0.79 and shows dramatic 

improvement in the coulombic efficiency of over 99% at even high current densities. Furthermore, the rate 

performance is well maintained in a wide range of temperature from 20°C to -60°C. 

A novel approach that shows promise for addressing electrolyte stability at both electrodes and at the same 

time reducing electrolyte volatility for improved battery safety is to increase the concentration of salt to 

achieve molarities comparable to those of the solvent.291 In so doing, simple liquid electrolytes can be 

transformed to systems that resemble room temperature ionic liquids, but with higher room temperature 

cation mobilities and higher cation transference numbers. Interestingly, it was been observed that raising 

the concentration to very high values (example 7M), the lithium transference number increases to up to 

0.74, while the conductivity doesn’t significantly change. Because the counterion concentration in such 

super-concentrated electrolytes is as high as that of the solvent, anions that are more stable at the anode 

potentials than the base carbonate ester or ether  liquids can impart enhanced resistance to chemical 

degradation at the lithium anode, improving overall anode reversibility. Qian et al.264 systematically varied 
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the salt concentration of LiFSI in DME solvent from 1m up to 4m and showed that electrolyte can enable 

stable cycling of Li||Li symmetric cells even at high rate of 10mA/cm2 for more than 6000 cycles (Fig. 

21A). Consequently, Qian et al.21 demonstrated that the high salt electrolyte (4m LiFSI in DME) is effective 

in cycling of a Cu||LiFePO4 anode-less cell even at a high rate of 2 mA/cm2 for 100 cycles with discharge 

capacity retention of about ~55%. 

The fundamental reason for the extended stability of liquid electrolytes with high concentrations of soluble 

salt is now known to be two-fold: 1) the solvent molecules in the electrolyte is highly solvated by the salt 

components, thus the side reactions of the solvent and corrosion effects are significantly mitigated; (2) the 

interfacial layer (SEI) is derived primarily from the salt components rather than the solvent, which is known 

to be more robust, flexible and conducting. The concept of super-concentrated electrolytes has been 

extended to even reactive solvents like propylene carbonate (PC)292, 293, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)294 and 

acetonitrile (AN).295 For example, it is known that PC co-intercalates with lithium into graphite anode in 

lithium ion batteries, however, Jeong et al.292, 296 showed that concentrated PC electrolytes based on LiBETI 

(lithium bis(perfluoroethylsulfonyl) imide) salts up to 2.72m can result in significant intercalation of lithium 

into graphite. They found that the high concentration electrolyte forms an ultra-thin SEI layer (~8nm) that 

prevents the co-intercalation of PC solvent molecules and also suppresses the breakdown or consumption 

of the electrolyte. Furthermore, high salt concentration in the electrolyte also enables the use of solvent 

components which are traditionally known to corrode the lithium metal or breakdown at high potentials. 

Suo et al.152 reported that at a high concentration of 7m LiFSI in pure FEC solvent can result in a 

predominantly fluorinated SEI that improves the coulombic efficiency of lithium metal battery cycling to 

99.64% and excellent compatibility with a 5-V LiNiMnO cathode. Other reports have shown that previously 

corrosive solvents like triethyl phosphate (TEP) and trimethyl phosphate (TMP) can also be utilized with a 

high salt-to-solvent ratio.297, 298 These phosphate-based solvents are excellent fire-retardants that prevent 

thermal runaway in batteries.
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Typical electrolytes comprise of a polar solvent and lithium salts; however, several recent studies have 

explored a third component as a non-solvent in the electrolyte. Typically, salts used in electrolytes are 

insoluble in this non-solvent, while the solvent pairs are chemically miscible. In such a scenario, it is found 

that the salt is concentrated in the solvent phase even when the overall salt solution is dilute (~1 or 2M), 

thus known as local-high concentration electrolytes (LHCE) (Fig. 21B). The main advantage of such a 

combination over the superconcentrated electrolytes is the low viscosity and cost. Previously Chen et al.299 

has shown that using 1.2M LiFSI in a mixture of DMC (good solvent) and BTFE (poor solvent) in a 1:2 

molar ratio can enable dendrite-free cycling with high coulombic efficiency of 99.5% and capacity retention 

of over 80% after 700 cycles in a Li||NMC cell. Ren et al.300 further showed that the LHC electrolytes based 

on fluorinated ethers (1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether) can even outperform high 

concentration electrolytes in terms of coulombic efficiency and capacity retention. Similarly, tris(2,2,2-

trifluoroethyl)orthoformate (TFEO) based fluorinated non-solvating components are also shown to be 

effective and the mechanism for the stabilization is regarded to be similar to that of high concentration 

electrolytes, specifically a fluorine-rich SEI and highly solvated solvent molecules.301

3.1.2 Polymeric Electrolytes

An immediate benefit of covalently connecting individual molecular ethers or carbonate esters end-to-end 

is to create macromolecules with the same chemical characteristics, but substantially lower volatility and 

chemical activity.302, 303 Additionally, by cross-linking these molecules to form polymer networks, 

electrolytes with vastly improved mechanical characteristics and reduced propensity to leak can be 

constructed. Whether used as stand-alone materials or as frameworks in conventional liquid electrolytes 

provide multiple functionalities that can be leveraged to stabilizing electrodeposition of metallic lithium in 

a battery. Previous stability analysis by Tikekar et al.80 revealed that electrolytes with high modulus and 

lithium transference number electrolytes are effective in suppressing dendrites. Researchers, in the past 

have utilized various polymeric matrices based on PMMA,304 siloxane,305 or aramid fibers306 to enhance the 

electrolyte modulus. Balsara and co-workers demonstrated that using PS-PEO block copolymers as solid-
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state electrolyte that comprise of PEO based conducting pathways and mechanical strength provider in form 

of PS.307 Similarly, Khurana et al.200 showed one of the highest short-circuit time using a crosslinked 

structure of PE-PEO. Similar works using commercial nanoporous anodized Al2O3,201 crosslinked silica 

nanoparticles308 and aligned nanoporous polyimide filled with PEO polymer309 are also known to be 

effective in enabling stable cycling of metal anodes. Perhaps, a commonality shared across these 

nanostructured polymer electrolytes is the tortuosity and nanopores which are formed either by self-

assembly or by mechanical processing. In a previous mechanistic study, it has been shown that designing 

polymer electrolytes having nanopores below 100nm results in restriction of lithium nucleation size below 

a critical limit that restricts its dendritic growth.202 Polymer electrolytes are also effective in tuning the ion 

transport properties to enable stable electrodeposition. For example, it has been previously shown that 

commercial polymer nafion that has sulfonic acid side groups possess high lithium transference number, 

while having the ion conductivity of 10-5S/cm.310 Similarly, various forms of UV-crosslinked311 and block-

copolymer PEO electrolytes312 are known to maintain high transference number while having moderate ion 

conductivity for battery operation because of anionic side chains incorporated in the backbone. Interestingly, 

most polymer electrolytes reported in the literature comprise of polyethylene oxide (PEO) as the primary 

component. However, it is known that ether-based electrolytes are ineffective in withstanding high potential 

at the cathode that restricts their usage in a high voltage lithium metal battery. Several recent works have 

shown that using additives in these ether-based electrolytes can enhance the oxidative stability. Particularly, 

boro-oxalate based additives (LiBOB, LiDFOB) are known to stabilize both oligomeric and high molecular 

weight ethers at these high potentials, thus enabling stable cycling of Li||NMC batteries (Fig. 21C).313, 314 

Recent works have shown that these borate salts breakdown at high potentials to form supramolecular 

aggregates having anionic backbones that prevent the decomposition of the ethers.315 Owing to the 

tunability and processability of polymers, it is possible to enable fast interfacial ion transport even in all-

solid state electrolytes. For example, Zhao et al.316 previously showed that a cationic aluminum additive in 

DOL based liquid electrolytes can result in ring-opening polymerization inside the electrochemical cell, 
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thus forming in-situ solid electrolytes that possess good conformity with both electrodes; thus, it is possible 

to cycle such battery even in ambient conditions (Fig. 21D).

3.1.3 Ceramic electrolytes

The critical benefit of using all solid-state batteries is the enhanced safety because of the absence of any 

flammable or volatile components (typically liquid or oligomeric electrolytes). Additionally, the solid 

electrolytes are mechanically tough to resist dendrite growth during lithium deposition and at the same time 

the side reactions between the electrode and electrolyte is greatly suppressed in solid state. Previously, Li 

et al.317 has shown that microbatteries in Li||NMC configuration is effective in stable cycling for more than 

10000 cycles without loss of capacity using LiPON based solid electrolytes. However, several challenges 

limit the scalability of the solid-state electrolytes, including, 1) high interfacial resistance due to the 

irregularities and contact issues between the electrolyte and solid electrolytes, 2) dendrite growth due to the 

poor conductivity in these solid electrolytes that leads to ion polarization even at relatively low currents, 3) 

poor processability because of the brittle and fragile nature of the inorganic solids, 4) incompatible with 

high voltage cathodes due to the low oxidative stability of the solid electrolytes. To mitigate the issues of 

the interfacial conductivity, Han et al.318 previously, designed an artificial interface on the garnet solid 

electrolyte (LLCZN) based on ALD deposited aluminum oxide. This allowed the surface wetting of lithium 

metal enabling smooth ion transport, which reduced the interfacial resistance from as high as 1710 Ω cm2 

to 1 Ω cm2. Furthermore, researchers have evaluated the concept of forming bi-layer structures, where the 

solid-state electrolyte is protected by a buffer polymer layer that prevents the breakdown of the ceramic 

components and ensures charge transport. For example, Wang et al.319 used high molecular weight PEO as 

interlayer for the Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 ceramic electrolyte that resulted in successful operation of a lithium 

metal battery with LiMn0.8Fe0.2PO4 cathode. Gao et al.320 and Chinnam et al.321 developed surface 

modification techniques using in-situ polymerization and silanization, respectively to achieve low 

resistance for ion transport at the interface. A common feature shared across all these polymer interfaces is 
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the creation of SEI layer derived from the polymer itself, thus they suffer from the same issues as polymer 

electrolytes.

A promising area of research in solid electrolytes is utilizing composites comprising of polymers and 

inorganic particles as blend. In this configuration, the polymer can provide the flexibility, processability 

and good interfacial contact, while the inorganic solids can enhance the ion conductivity and provide 

mechanical strength to prevent dendrite growth. Chen et al.322 introduced the idea of using polymer-in-

ceramic rather than ceramic-in-polymer, such that there is good contact between the ceramic surfaces (Fig. 

21E). They were able to achieve high conductivity of 10−4 S cm−1 at 55 °C and a low impedance for lithium 

plating and stripping using a ‘hot-press processing method. Furthermore, they were able achieve stable 

cycling of Li||LiFePO4 in solid state configuration that retained over 90% capacity for at least 100 cycles. 

Some of the other composites reported in the literature include Li6.4La3Zr1.4Ta0.6O12/ PEO/ succinonitrile 

blend,322 PVdF/ Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3,323 Li7P3S11-PEO-LiClO4,324 among others. In a systematic study using 

solid-state NMR for a LLZO-PEO system,325 it is observed that the ion conduction is much faster through 

the conducting ceramic in comparison to that in the polymer phase. However, the requirement for the 

conduction along the ceramic particles is presence of a continuous channel by surface to surface contact. 

They also found that the interfacial conduction between the ceramic and PEO is limited and only happens 

by Li ion migrating from ceramic to polymer by creating vacancy. Due to the mismatch of mobility, ion 

concentration and the solvation structure, there is a formation of space-charge layer. Several researchers 

have aimed to mitigate the issues of transport pathway by designing aligning the particles or nanowires 

along the electric field, while ensuring good surface contact between the ceramics.326, 327 

3.2 Building artificial solid electrolyte interphases 

The SEI formed on a cycled Li metal anode is far more complicated in its topography than the analogous  

SEI formed on graphite,328 the chemical  make-up of the interphases formed in ethers and carbonate esters 
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are quite similar with organic species, dominantly CH3COOLi, CH3CH2COOLi, and inorganic components 

including LiF, Li2CO3, Li2O etc. coexisting with lithium salts. Considering that the Li+ insertion potential 

at the graphite anode is only approximately 200mV above the potential at which Li electrodeposition occurs 

at the Li metal anode, these similarities are unsurprising because all components in the typical electrolytes 

discussed in the previous section are reduced at these potentials. It is then the relative thermodynamic 

stability of the reduction products that determine the composition of the SEI and their abundance is 

determined by their relative molar ratio in the electrolyte bulk.167 These similarities unfortunately disappear 

when one compares the electrochemical stability of the respective SEI as determined from measurements 

of their respective Coulombic efficiency — the capacity ratio of the predetermined lithium plating capacity 

over the lithium striping capacity over extensive cycling. For example, whereas CE values exceeding 99.99% 

are possible with the graphite anode, until recently it was rare to measure CE values exceeding 95% in 

ether-based and 90% in carbonate-based electrolytes. 

Additionally, while ether and ester based electrolytes have been found to be able to form a compact, smooth 

SEI on lithium surface, and thus a high CE and stability,264, 329 they are readily oxidized at 4V class cathodes. 

Carbonates electrolytes are more practical at these higher voltages as demonstrated in LIB history but 

judging from the CE values are not intrinsically compatible with lithium metal.330 This situation has 

motivated interest in so-called artificial SEIs formed either outside the battery cell or created inside the cell 

using purpose defined electrolyte additives.  

Ideally, a successful artificial SEI (ASEI) for the Li metal anode must have following attributes (Fig. 22). 

1) LM-SEI should be able to effectively regulate ion transport by allowing lithium ion to pass but limit the 

access of solvents to the reactive lithium surface; 2) should be mechanically robust to maintain its intactness 

and suppress the uneven dendrite growth; 3) can lower the charge-transfer resistance and lithium nucleation 

energy barrier, and maintain the fast kinetics throughout the extensive cycling; 4) ensure coherent contact 

between lithium metal and bulk electrolyte, which is particularly critical in solid electrolyte systems; 5) 

need to be manufacturing feasible and scalable in a safe manner. Compared with SEI formed naturally, 
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artificial SEI is structurally controllable, compositionally tunable, and can generate unique hierarchy and 

functions. Inspired by theoretical and experimental investigation described in section 2.3, a range of 

materials including polymers/oligomers, bulk and thin ceramics, inert or active metals, carbonaceous 

materials, and their hybrids have been prepared as artificial Li metal SEI with various structures. Efforts to 

seek for ideal SEI lead to the investigation on a wide range of available materials ranging from organic 

molecules, polymer/oligomer, ceramic, metal/semiconductors, carbonaceous materials, and their 

composites. In the following section, designed interphase will be discussed in categories based on the 

material classes, covering their distinct features, properties and preparation approaches.

3.2.1 Polymeric and oligomeric interphases 

A polymer/oligomer artificial SEI on lithium metal is considered particular promising. The backbone of the 

polymer and its side groups can be engineered to fulfill a number of purposes simultaneously, offering 

following benefits:83, 253, 331 1) Polymer SEI can give high conductivity and high local Li transference 

number due to its compatibility with solvents and coordination with ions. 2) Polymers can be easily 

designed to be elastic and resilient (e.g. via covalent cross-linking) to accommodate the volume expansion 

induced by lithium electrodeposition or to be self-healing (e.g. via ionic or hydrogen bonding to repair a 

broken SEI). 3）A number of polymer backbone chemistries are thermodynamically (e.g. polyethers) or 

kinetically (e.g. through chemical cross-linking or dense surface grafting) or stable against lithium. 4) The 

coating procedure of polymeric SEI is readily scalable and provide good adhesion between the lithium and 

polymer. A number of other intrinsic properties of polymer coating can significantly affect the lithium 

electrodeposition behavior as well.332 Dielectric constants, interfacial energy, coating thickness, etc. can 

contribute to the exchange currents and nucleation energy of lithium electrodeposits and further the battery 

stability. 

One strategy to develop polymer artificial SEI may be inspired by the application of PEO based solid state 

electrolyte, which renders reasonable conductivity at room temperature and has good compatibility with 

lithium.333, 334 An artificially coated PEO on Cu has demonstrated the potential to suppress dendrite growth 
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and provided ~ 100% CE for over 200 cycles. The design represents one step towards the ‘holy grail’ of 

the ‘anode-free’ LMB which essentially all lithium is stored in the cathode after cell assembly.335 It is 

challenging to coat PEO directly on lithium. However, the calendar process reported by Kim et. al. for 

transferring Langmuir Blodgette films deposited on Cu foil to Li provides a potential solution that is also 

scalable.336-338 The disadvantage of PEO based material is the poor high voltage stability, that so far the 

success can only be achieved when using low voltage cathodes such as LiFePO4. Using it as an artificial 

SEI may solve the issue as it will only contact anode, but a separate design of the electrolyte facing the 

cathode is needed to satisfy the compatibility.

Another important category artificial polymer SEI are based on fluorinated polymers, which exhibit 

excellent high voltage stability up to 5V. For example, PVDF has been widely as the cathode binder due to 

its excellent chemical and electrochemical stability owing to rich electron-withdrawing F atoms on the 

backbone. With slight modification to add flexible segments, PVDF derivative, PVDF-HFP shows the 

potential to be used as the artificial SEI.339, 340 Nafion is a charged fluorinated polymer originally developed 

as ion exchange membranes for fuel cells. The unique ionic feature and the fluoro-rich backbone allow it 

to serve as a promising artificial SEI to stabilize lithium metal. Upon lithiation, Nafion provides high 

lithium transference number since anions are immobilized on polymer. This, together with its chemistry 

benefits and reasonable mechanical strength, have been proven to suppress dendrite growth and enable 

LMBs with long cycle life.103, 341, 342 Based on the mechanism similar to Nafion, a number of 

polyelectrolytes are also investigated as artificial interphase to improve lithium electrodeposition. Utilizing 

the layer-by-layer assembly technique, either positively or negatively charged polymers such as PAH/PHH 

can be coated on lithium with precisely controllable thickness.343 The charged polymeric SEI is also 

expected to be effective on blocking undesirable species, such as high order polysufide, either by trapping 

or electrostatic repulsion.
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High elasticity polymer coatings based on hydrophobic polymers such as PDMS represents a family of 

attractive polymer artificial SEI due to their ability to passivate the Li electrode and well-known design 

rules (e.g. cross-linker molecular weight and density), for accommodating to the volume expansion. Similar 

function can be achieved with crosslinked polymer, in which the elasticity originates from tunable 

crosslinker/polymer segment ratio.344 More exotic material such as polly dolley has been applied as a soft, 

self-healing coating on lithium metal, which underscores the effectiveness of using high elasticity polymer 

SEI to protect lithium metal anode.345

3.2.3 Ceramic and polymer-ceramic hybrid interphases

As discussed previously, dendrite growth and undesirable side reactions work in tandem that deteriorate 

the stability of lithium metal. Applying ceramic artificial SEI has been considered as a promising strategy 

to address both issues due to its high modulus and chemical inertness.262 Compared with polymer, ceramics 

SEI are typically of orders of magnetite higher Young’ s modulus and typically are not wetted by aprotic 

organic electrolytes commonly used in Li metal batteries.218 The characteristics of ceramic SEI offer them 

advantages as mentioned but also bring downsides that need careful address. The brittleness of ceramic can 

trigger fracture if a significant amount of lithium is deposited beneath. Special coating approaches are 

generally needed to create a pinhole-free ceramic SEI which inevitably increase the cost and manufacturing 

difficulty. 

A well-known example of applying ceramic SEI is to coat a thin, compact layer of Al2O3 on Li via atomic 

layer deposition (ALD).346-348 The process provides the possibility to control the thickness of Al2O3 at sub-

20 nm length scale, which is essential to achieve reasonable interfacial conductivity. The naturally 

insulating Al2O3 can be lithiated upon the first few cycles and form a lithium ion conducting SEI, which 

exhibits the ability to suppress dendrite growth effectively. Since the film formed by ALD is homogeneous, 

it offers stability of lithium under ambient environment. The concept of deposition or sputtering can in 

principle be applied to other oxide or nitride materials with a wide range of modulus and dielectric constants 

to construct optimal ceramic SEI.22, 43 It is worth noting that the exact working mechanism of a thin ceramic 
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interphase is still under investigation, especially elucidating whether it can maintain the structural integrity 

under large volume expansion during the lithium electrodeposition.

While a pinhole-free ceramic SEI is intuitively necessary, it is difficult to achieve such precision with 

ceramic particles alone. Either spin coating Al2O3 particles349 or the approach method reported by Lu et. 

al.250, 350 and Agarwal et. al.351 in which ionic-liquid or polymer grafted nanoparticles dispersed to an 

electrolyte migrate and deposit on the Li anode inside an electrochemical cell form a hybrid particle based 

interphase. As shown by Agarwal et. al., deliberate introduction of polydispersity by employing inotganic 

particles with different sizes is advantageous both for filling gaps and possibly for manipulating the length 

scale over which the electric field at the electrode decays into the fluid bulk. To further improve the 

mechanical robustness of the ASEI, ceramic/polymer composite can also be applied outside the battery cell 

using the solvent casting or the LB scooping approach to create the interphase on a water compatible metal, 

followed by drying and mechanical transfer to Li.336, 352 As a step to improve the conductivity of ceramic 

SEI, lithium ion conducting ceramics are investigated as well inspired by the solid-state electrolyte field. 

By selecting ceramic SSE that are stable against lithium, a thin layer of ceramic SSE can be coated on 

lithium that both serves as the dendrite inhibitor and ionic conductor.353-355

3.2.4 Metallic and electronically conductive ASEI

Metallic artificial SEI is not common but recently receives more attentions as they show promising 

performance to enable lithium metal anode. Typical approach to create metallic SEI is by ion exchange 

reaction, utilizing the high reactivity of lithium metal. For example, Sn, In, Zn, Al salts can readily react 

with lithium surface to form an alloy interphase. One benefit of metallic SEI comes from lowered interfacial 

resistance, originating from the structured interphase with a larger surface area than the planar lithium, as 

well as the high electric conductivity of the lithium alloy. For example, LiSn and LiIn can be created by a 

facile approach of reacting Sn/In salt in aprotic solvents and cast on lithium metal.272, 356 Via spontaneous 

ion-exchange reactions, a layer of lithium alloy particles can be coated homogeneously on the lithium 

surface. Such protected lithium anodes exhibit an order of magnitude higher exchange current and cycling 
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stability in both symmetric and full cells with substantially extended cycling stability. The alloy interphase 

also provides an additional mechanism to store lithium ions. Similarly, LiAs, LiZn, LiBi were also found 

to improve the stability of lithium electrodeposition.357 Metallic interphases are also able to tune the 

nucleation energy barrier for lithium deposition, as reported in recent literatures.358 The authors show that 

depending on the metal chemistry, the deposition overpotential for Li can be manipulated over a 

surprisingly wide range.  The discovery is interpreted in terms of relative facility with which Li nucleates 

on/in the metallic SEI, but may also reflect more fundamental chemical effects.359 Complementary 

measurements of the Li exchange current density would be helpful in clarifying the underlying mechanisms. 

A metallic SEI for Li fabricated using metals that do not themselves form a SEI is also of interest because 

such SEI provide opportunities for exploiting the epitaxy concepts discussed earlier in the review in the 

context of Zn and Al electrodes,15 for directing electrodeposition of Li such that specific crystal facets (e.g. 

with low reactivity to the electrolyte or with enhanced tendency to grow in the plane of the electrode, as 

opposed to normal to the electrode)

3.3 Designing Li electrodes for achieving high reversibility. 

3.3.1 Architectural designs for Li Metal Anodes 

The metallic Li anode technically has infinite volume changes as the anode itself is at hostless configuration, 

and it is well known that Li metal anodes undergo severe volume expansion which ranges from 2 to 5 folds 

after several charge/discharge cycles due to accumulation of passivation layers composed of dead Li.301 

These unregulated volume changes arise from inhomogeneous SEI layers at the anode/electrolyte interface 

which agitates Li transport between the electrodes during the battery cycling. Also, the magnitudes of the 

volume changes heavily depend on cycling parameters, especially on high charge current densities.301, 360 

Recently, there are an increasing amount of works reported on 3D scaffolds/quasi-hosts for Li metal anodes 

to address the problems. Utilizing 3D architectural designs for the Li metal anodes provides quasi-hosting 
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and facilitated local current distributions for Li migrations to be stably tolerated at high charge/discharge 

current densities. The designs ultimately help to regulate reversible Li migration and SEI preservation for 

Li metal anode as the 3D scaffolds provide physicochemical and mechanical support.361-363 The application 

of 3D matrix in regulating Li growth is not limited to battery systems using liquid electrolytes. For example, 

a porous Li-ion conduction matrix can suppress the formation of Li dendrites at 0.5 mA/cm2 in solid-state 

electrolytes.364  Coating the ion-conducting porous solid matrix with an electron conducting carbon layer, 

which results in an electron/ion dual conducting framework, can further enhance the performance at an 

elevated current density of 1mA/cm2.365 The electron-ion dual conducting framework can also be fabricated 

by partially dealloying the Li-Mg alloy anode on a garnet type electrolyte.366, 367 As we will show later, 

analogous designing rules based on transport considerations apply to the development of Li anode 

framework in liquid electrolytes. The ion transport in a liquid electrolyte occurs via the flowable liquid 

phase that spans throughout the electrochemical cell, whereas the electron transport through the 

uncontrolled, porous electrodeposits is fragile. As a result, the Li metal framework in liquid electrolytes is 

made of electron conducting materials, e.g. metals or carbons.

3.3.2 Hosting Li in metallic frameworks

A growing body of work nonetheless indicates that structural and chemical modification of the Cu current 

collectors for the lithium metal anodes can have dramatic effects on the anode reversibility and cycle life. 

Mao and co-workers reported the atomic scale design of FCC Cu(100) current collector surface lattice for 

improving the binding interactions with the elemental Li which has BCC crystal structure with the (110) 

lattice planes.368 The electrodeposition of a metal on a dissimilar metal substrate is first encountered by 

underpotential deposition that occurs above the equilibrium potentials of forming one to two monolayers 

of Li, given that the interaction of Li to the substrate is stronger than that of the Li to Li interaction. 

Therefore, the crystal structure of the under-potential deposits is often determined by the crystal structure 

of the substrate surface. A corresponding crystallographic orientation of overpotential deposits also known 
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as a bulk deposit of Li is then determined by the orientation of the underpotential deposits. To understand 

the interaction between the Cu current collector and Li based on their surface lattices, it is reported that the 

Cu(100) face is most suitable for obtaining lattice coincidence with the Li(110) face which is a most highly 

packed structure for the bulk Li.65, 122 This result is explained by performing the density functional theory 

(DFT) calculations based on the binding energies as a function of the number of Li monolayers on the 

specified Cu surfaces as well as nucleation overpotential analysis. The DFT results revealed that the 

electrodeposits of Li(110), both under/overpotential Li deposits, is observed for the Cu(100) whereas 

neither of Cu(111) nor (110) is preferred compared to Cu(100) due to a lower binding energy of Li on 

Cu(111) and Cu(110), and a smaller nucleation overpotential of Li is observed for the Cu(100) compare to 

that of Cu(111) which corresponds to the pristine Cu current collector. Thus, tuning the crystallographic 

surface of Cu current collector to Cu(100) enables achieving stable Li electrodeposition by facilitating the 

formation of the underpotential deposits of Li(110) which guides the bulk Li to grow in <110> direction.368  

The micro-compartmented Cu current collector arrays designed by Yang and co-workers allow direct lateral 

growth of Li dendrites that is in parallel to a separator, and this lateral growth of Li dendrites induced by 

the lateral electric field in compartmented micro holes helps to suppress internal short-circuit induced by 

Li dendrites that pierce through the separator by growing in perpendicular direction to the separator from a 

planar surface.369 Unlike other common approaches that suppress and inhibit Li dendrite growth during the 

courses of Li migrations, the lateral growth of Li dendrite in the micro-compartmented spaces helps to 

retard internal short circuit which improves the battery safety in a cell level. The geometric size of the 

micro-patterned 3D Cu is set to yield an electroactive area ratio of ~1.06 in which the planar Cu has the 

electroactive area ratio of 1. This electroactive area tells that the micro-patterned 3D Cu has the relatively 

same active area that is comparable to typical Cu current collector. The theoretical capacity of the micro-

patterned Cu is approximately 4.1 mAh cm-2 with the electroactive ratio of 1.06 and a thickness of 45 m; 

however, there is additional weight and thickness that is introduced from the upper PI layer. The theoretical 
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thickness of a planar Li foil with the capacity of 4.1 mAh cm-2 is 19.88 m, and conventional Cu current 

collector has a thickness of 8 m, resulting in total thickness of ~28 m. Despite the increased volume and 

weight of the micro-patterned 3D Cu, the simulation analysis reveals a 60% reduction in the Li dendrite 

protruding stress towards the separator. This approach helps to suppress Li dendrite proliferation towards 

the separator that retards electrode short circuit and also improves the electrochemical performance of the 

Li metal; however, the overall energy density of the cell is reduced by introducing the thick micro-patterned 

3D Cu in the anode. Moreover, 3D Cu current collectors with Cu micropillars that are slightly covered by 

ZnO via ALD process is investigated by Dasgupta and co-workers.370 The Cu micropillars are designed in 

a way that the pillar distance is optimized with a fixed tortuosity of 1 by a finite elemental and experimental 

analysis. It is found that the geometrical factors, mainly the pillar diameters and pillar distances, affect Li 

electrodeposition in which too small sized pillars, < 0.2 m in pillar diameter, induce Li to be deposited at 

the top of the pillar at which the current density is highest and too large sized pillars, >10 m in pillar 

diameter, induce Li to be deposited preferentially at the wall of pillars. Therefore, geometrical factors of 

the pillars are optimized and engineered at a fixed total pore volume such that the Li is preferentially 

deposited at the voids among the pillars. The 2 m pillars with the 5 m pillar spacing turned out to be the 

optimized values. The finite elemental analysis on the pillars shows that minimal strains are applied within 

the pressure of the cell as this value lies within the elastic limits of Cu. Thus, the pillars do not experience 

permanent deformation from the pressure in the cell. However, the highly localized strains from the tip of 

the pillars deform the separator that is in contact with the pillars. This would yield reduced local porosity 

of electrolyte exposure at the top surface of the pillars that reduces a local ionic flux, resulting in hindrance 

of Li electrodeposition. The suppressed electrodeposition and growth of Li at the tip of the pillars are 

beneficial to the cell system as the possibility of the internal short circuit of the cell is alleviated. The work 

is further conducted to apply ultrathin 50 nm ZnO on the 2 m Cu micro pillars via ALD process that 

facilitates Li migration. This dual optimization of geometrical and physicochemical factors allows creating 

advanced Cu current collectors that improve the safety of the LiM batteries. 
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Cu current collector with a combination of macropores and nanopores have been reported by Yu and co-

workers for Li metal anodes.371 This macro/nanoporous Cu structure, which has the thickness of 20 m, is 

obtained by the physical dealloying Cu30Zn70 followed by chemical oxidation and thermal reduction. The 

purpose of the macropores in the Cu current collector is to provide physical cages/quasi-hosts for Li that 

lead to uniform Li nucleation and hinder the growth of Li dendrites. The dimensions for the macropores 

and the nanopores of the Cu current collector are 0.5 m to 3.5 m and 200 nm, respectively. The 

macropores are argued to serve as the “cages” for Li during the battery charging process in which they help 

to tolerate the volume changes, whereas the nanopores facilitate the local current density along with the 

Cu/electrolyte interface that widely distributes the access for Li to be electrodeposited. A heterogeneous 

distribution of pore sizes in the Cu current collector should improve the structure’s ability to  alleviate 

volume changes during the cell cycling. Chen and co-workers explore such processes using electrochemical 

deposition process of Cu to modify the conventional Cu current collector.372 The resultant 3D surface 

structure of Cu obtained was found to be comprised of interconnected 50 nm Cu nanoparticles with the 

porosity of 76%. This nanoporous structure appears to be highly effective in limiting Li dendrite formation 

as illustrated in Fig. 23A. Relatively smooth Li electrodeposits are achieved for the Li capacity and charging 

density of 2 to 6 mAh cm-2 and 4 to 12 mA cm-2, respectively. 

Metallic foams of Cu, Ni, and Ti have recently resurfaced as fundamental tools for regulating Li 

electrodeposition. These materials have been reported to be particularly advantageous when they are 

modified by chemical treatment. For instance, cuprite (Cu2O) coated Cu foams (Fig. 23B)373 have  been 

synthesized to prestore Li and shown to enhance lateral growth of Li during the cell charging process. The 

3D structure of Cu skeleton helps to distribute the charges that improve electrochemical reversibility of Li 

deposition/dissolution process, and the cuprite coating, which has high interactions with Li, on the Cu 3D 

skeleton further improves stable nucleation of Li and allows thermal infusion of molten Li. The Cu foam 

has the thickness of 50 m with the cuprite coating layer thickness of 110 nm. Despite the thickness of the 
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cuprite coated 3D Cu exceeds the conventional Cu current collector, the reversibility of the Li metal 

electrode improved by a factor of almost two. Cu nanowires synthesized at the surface of 3D Cu foam have 

also been explored as substrates capable of improve hosting of Li in Cu via a thermal infusion 

mechanism.374 The high surface energy and the capillary forces of Cu nanowires at the surface of 3D Cu 

facilitate interactions with Li such that the infusion of molten Li is in complete occupation of the voids in 

the 3D Cu foam. Interestingly, it is found that the exterior surface of the Cu nanowire coated Cu foam 

exhibits Cu-Li alloy crystallites due to the thermal infusion of Li that causes the reaction between Cu and 

Li. Throughout the surface nanoengineering, interaction of Cu with Li is largely improved, and the 

reversibility of the Li migration is extended even at high current densities. Zhou and co-workers have 

introduced 3D CoO nanofiber coated Ni foam framework for  anode in a similar manner for modifying 3D 

Cu skeletons.375 Despite a heavier weight of Ni than Cu, the interaction of Li with Ni is stronger than that 

of with Cu. Thus, molten Li can be thermally diffuse throughout the Ni skeletons, and the modification of 

the 3D Ni network surfaces with CoO nanofibers further enhances the thermal diffusion rate that the molten 

Li is infused fully to the 3D Ni within 5 seconds. Furthermore, the CoO nanowire coated 3D Ni with Li 

composite is able to tolerate a high current density of 6 mA cm-2 and also applicable to elemental sulfur and 

Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cathodes. The advantage of having Ni and CuO double layer structure as Li quasi-host 

is that the growth of Li triggers “bottom-up” Li deposition pathway and also distributes the local current 

densities along with the double layer surfaces, which improves reversibility of Li migration. More 

sophisticated modification has been done on 3D Ti mesh with dual layers of carbon and CuO nanolowers 

by Wang and co-workers.376 The 3D Ti mesh with the pore size of 100 m is chosen in this study due to its 

good electrical conductivity, chemical inertness, high strength, and high toughness to withstand the internal 

stress exerted from the volume changes of Li metal. The mesh is further modified with CuO nanoflowers 

on top of carbon/Ti substrate that can distribute local current densities and uniform electric fields for 

allowing stable Li migration process for Li metal. The resulting outcome is that the reversibility of Li 

migration is improved by an order of magnitude by comparing the performance with planar Cu current 

collector. So the nanoengineering the surface of metallic 3D current collectors improve the reversibility of 
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Li plating/dissolution cycles which yields prolonged cycle life of LiM batteries. Halogenide modified 3D 

Cu foam is also done by Wan and co-workers. The CuBr- and Br-doped graphene-like film modified Cu 

foam current collector377 provides synergistic effect as the Br doped sites on graphene helps to regulate 

uniform Li ion flux and nucleation as well as the reaction between CuBr and Li generates LiBr to induce 

pancake-like nucleation seeds that stabilize the Li growth. This chemical modification followed by the 3D 

network yields 10 folds improvement on reversibility of Li migration even at high current density and 

capacity. Therefore, these diverse ways to modify the metallic 3D current collectors brings many solutions 

to overcome with volume changes and low reversibility for Li metals. 

The coupling the degrees of the Li interaction with the current collectors and 3D network structures can 

also resolve the low reversibility of Li migrations as well as low safety issues for Li metals. Zhang and co-

workers developed a deposition-regulating strategy by creating electrochemical interaction gradient of Li 

with the 3D Ni current collector to induce preferential deposition and growth of Li at the bottom surface of 

the anode that is the away side of the separator.378 In order to prevent internal short-circuit, it is crucial to 

control the electrodeposition of Li at the anode/separator interface, which is termed as the top-growth mode. 

In often cases for conducting metallic anodes, the top growth of Li is preferred as the top surface facing the 

separator side is most exposed to electric field gradients. Thus, creating electrical passivation layer at the 

anode/separator interface would reduce this phenomenon; however, the interaction of Li must be strong for 

an underneath the passivation layer to facilitate stable Li migration. 3D Ni foam has been modified in a 

way that the interaction of Li with the deposition substrate is strongest from the distance away from the 

anode/separator interface. This gradient is achieved in 3D structure by coating highly yet stably interacting 

metal of Au with Li at the bottom of the 3D Ni foam and by coating electrically insulating Al2O3 ceramic 

layer at the top of the 3D Ni foam. These modifications help the 3D Ni foam to tune the nucleation 

thermodynamics that allow Li to preferentially be coated at the bottom of the 3D Ni, and also the 

interconnected pores of the 3D Ni foam facilitates Li ion transport by conductive 3D networks that allow 

high reversibility of Li migration at high current density of 10 mA cm-2 and even at low temperature -15 
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oC. Instead of tuning the Li reactivity of 3D metallic surfaces, Yang and co-workers developed conductive-

dielectric gradient network composed of melamine sponge and Ni nanolayer that induce “bottom-up” 

electrodeposition of Li and “top-down” dissolution of Li during the Li migration process for Li metals.379 

The electrically conductive Ni layers at the bottom of the dielectric melamine sponge help to preferentially 

nucleate Li at the bottom first. Also, the thickness of Ni layers is thickest at the bottom and gradually 

reduces to the center of the melamine sponge so that the Li can grow upward during the electrodeposition 

process. The dielectric portion of the melamine sponge helps to stabilize the Li ion flux and distribution by 

containing highly polar amine group that can adsorb Li+. Supported by these features, the 3D network of 

the conductive-dielectric sponge guides to uniform and dendrite-free Li regulation that enhances the 

reversibility of the Li migration. In a similar fashion, Guo and co-workers have fabricated lithiophobic 

(Cu)-lithiophilic (Zn or Sn) 3D composite for Li metal.380

Cu foam and Zn/Cu0.7Zn0.3/Cu foam current collectors are compared for Li deposition and growth processes. 

As the Cu has low reactivity of Li, Cu is regarded as the lithiophobic phase where the conductive 3D 

network created by the Cu foam helps to distribute electric fields for Li deposition. The lithiophilic phase 

of Zn/Cu0.7Zn0.3 helps to reduce nucleation overpotential of Li substantially the suppresses the Li dendrite 

growth. Furthermore, Ni foam that is decorated with Li3N via plasma nitriding and thermal infusion of Li 

process is introduced by Sun and co-workers.381 High specific surface area and uniform coverage of NixN 

(x=3 or 4)  for 3D Ni foam are first derived by the plasma process. Due to high surface area and lithiphilicity 

of NixN, thermal infusion of molten Li chemically reacts with the plasma nitriding 3D Ni foam to generate 

Li3N and Ni, which are lithiophilic. By combining the 3D Ni network and the nitride layer, stable Li 

migration is achieved especially due to the homogeneous nucleation offered by Li3N which has high binding 

energy and conductivity of Li. All of these architecturing and tuning the surface interactions with Li 

stabilize Li migration for high energy Li metal to achieve highly reversibility at relatively high charging 

current densities. 
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3.3.3 Hosting Li in carbon frameworks

Because of their conceptual similarity to the ionic hosting strategy perfected in the graphite anode in Li-ion 

batteries, a potentially important but insufficiently used criterion for evaluating the practical benefits of 

these approaches is how the overall specific capacity of the hosted Li anode compares to that of  the graphite 

anode used in LiBs. In this regard, a perhaps obvious and quite serious drawback of utilizing metals as non-

planar hosts for Li is therefore the decrease of the energy density of the cell due to heavyweight carried by 

Cu, Ni, and Ti. Despite 3D metallic current collectors provide facilitated Li ion flux distributions and 

reversible Li migration, there is a great energy reduction cost by adapting these heavyweight current 

collectors. It is, however, preferable to develop Li quasi-host materials that are carbon mainly due to their 

lightweight. As Li metal obeys electroplating process, it is known that porous carbon structures are 

beneficial in this respect point of use. Liu and co-workers developed self-smoothing Li metal quasi host 

that is composed of amine functionalized mesoporous carbon in 3D structure.382 In Fig. 23C, the amine 

groups on the defect of the mesoporous carbon fibers trigger facilitated diffusion of molten Li that 

completely fills the pores of the carbon fibers as wells the interconnected 3D structures. The key to this 

phenomenon is the amine functionalization of the mesoporous carbon. As the pores or cavities in the carbon 

interact strongly with Li, the subsequent Li deposition becomes stable and formation a thick Li layer that 

evenly gets distributed along with the whole architecture of the anode.

Another potentially important approach uses a g-C3N4 interlayer on top of the carbon cloths developed by 

Kang and co-workers.383 The interesting result is that Li is electrodeposited in between the carbon cloth and 

g-C3N4. The high lithiophilic feature of g-C3N4 promotes facilitated Li ion distribution along with the 

carbon clothes surfaces, and this regulates stable Li migration to suppress dendritic Li electrodepositions. 

Zheng et al. used bare carbon cloth44 as a model framework that provides nonplanar, interpenetrated electron 

transport pathways384 to interrogate the Li electrodeposition morphology and its correlation with the 

plating/stripping reversibility. The results show that, embedded in the open space among the carbon fibers, 

Li maintains its obviously dendritic growth pattern (Fig. 24) in the representative electrolyte, i.e. 1M LiPF6 
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in EC/DMC, 1M LiPF6 in 10%FEC-EC/DMC and 1M LiTFSI in 0.5%LiNO3. It is surprising that, a high 

level of Li plating/stripping Coulombic efficiency, i.e. >99.4% is achievable with these dendritic Li 

electrodeposits. The finding underscores the decisive role of robust electron transport in stabilizing Li metal 

plating/stripping. Once the electron transport length scale is kept below a certain threshold, e.g. 5 μm in 

this case, the irreversibility caused by physical disconnection of the Li deposits can be readily suppressed. 

We also note that, the remaining ~0.6% Coulombic inefficiency is attributable to the chemical instability, 

i.e. the propensity for undergoing side reactions, which could be mitigated by designing a more chemically 

stable electrolyte as suggested in section 3.1.

To close, we note that the additional mass and volume introduced by the host architectures must be 

scrutinized carefully even in basic research studies to limit the number of ultimately unfruitful directions 

defined by these studies. This issue can of course be examined quantitatively as is done in Fig. 25. 

Assuming the Li metal anode has an areal capacity of 3 mAh/cm2, which is the conventional areal capacity 

of Li-ion cathodes: the mass of the Li anode is 1.54 mg/cm2, and the thickness is 15 μm, it is possible to 

estimate the influence of the additional hosting architecture. Fig. 25A for example summarizes the decrease 

of gravimetric specific capacity promised by the Li metal chemistry as the mass of the architecture increases. 

Preferably, the mass of the host architecture should be reduced to below 0.2 mg/cm2 in order to achieve a 

>3000 mAh/g capacity. As the mass of the host architecture reaches 2 mg/cm2, the Li metal chemistry 

shows no superiority to Sn or metal oxides. Ultimately, any architecture that has an areal mass over 6 

mg/cm2 is hardly competitive with commercial Li-ion anodes. As a rough comparison, the areal mass of a 

3D metal foam is around 5~10 mg/cm2, depending on the chemistry and the porosity. This additional mass 

will inevitably diminish the overall gravimetric capacity in a nontrivial manner. Fig. 25B illustrate the 

variation of volumetric capacity over architecture thickness. To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that 

the electrode thickness equals to the architecture thickness. An architecture thicker than 15 μm adds extra 

thickness to the electrode, and therefore reduces the volumetric capacity. The plot suggests that the 

thickness of the architecture should be limited to below 40 μm, and preferably to 15~20 μm. These analyses 
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based on simplified models render guiding principles for future designs of Li hosting frameworks that aim 

to demonstrate commercial relevance. It is noteworthy that same rules apply to other approaches for 

regulating Li metal growth — the additional mass/volume can be, likewise, introduced by electrolyte 

additive, Li coating, thicker battery separators, etc. The tempting high performance of the Li metal 

chemistry can be significantly compromised and decay to a state inferior even to graphite.
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4. Perspectives and conclusion

Li metal plating/stripping as a science question has attracted massive, multidisciplinary efforts. We 

witnessed a progressively comprehensive accumulation of knowledge about the fundamental principles 

governing Li electrodeposition. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out the understanding of Li 

electrodeposition remains inconclusive. For example, it is recently revealed by operando optical 

microscopy that the pitting of Li foil can create geometric heterogeneities; Li nucleation and growth in the 

next cycle preferentially occur on the edges of the holes formed in the pitting.47 This effect of stripping 

landscape on the deposition morphology could be significant, but was largely overlooked previously. 

Despite of the large body of literature discussing possible factors determining Li metal electrodeposition 

morphology, the search for the decisive origin(s) behind the many growth patterns of Li is an ongoing 

process. The grand question for Li is—— what determines the electrodeposition morphology of Li. In the 

second place, the relation between Li deposition morphology and its reversibility is unclear. The generic 

expectation is that a compact, flat Li deposit is able to show unprecedentedly high level of reversibility. 

However, for example, the plating/stripping CE of columnar Li that has a relatively compact morphology 

is not satisfactory, e.g. ~80%385, 98.7%386. By contrast, obviously dendritic Li deposits embedded in a 

nonplanar substrate manifest a >99.4% CE.44 These observations lead to the question that—— how the 

morphology of Li influences its plating/stripping reversibility.

The first question, i.e. the mystery of Li growth pattern, could potentially be fully answered by in-situ 

analytical TEM under cryogenic conditions. Together with high resolution imaging, the many functions of 

an analytical TEM, including electron diffraction, electron energy loss spectroscopy can provide the 

crystallographic and the chemical information about local Li structures at multiple length scales of interest 

(nm~μm). Particularly, if the observation is in-situ, the structural evolution at different stages can be fully 

captured. This type of observation is made possible by the cryogenic method, which makes sure no artifacts 

are generated during sample preparation or observation. As a result, investigations utilizing cryo-TEM into 

Li plating/stripping are generating revealing insights, and are arousing rapidly growing dedication.
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To answer the second question, i.e. the relation between morphology and reversibility, more standardized 

evaluation and description of the observed Li morphology under microscope emerges as a prerequisite.  In 

a classical electrodeposition context, “dendritic” structures result from mass transport limit. The misuse of 

dendrite in calling the irregular Li electrodeposits without a reliable identification of its nature causes much 

unnecessary confusion. As clearly shown by Bai et al.,84 diffusion-limit-induced Li dendrites are initiated 

above the limiting current at the Sand’s time; otherwise, the irregular Li is referred to as mossy. It is also 

noteworthy that the use of “dendrite-free” underwent an exponential escalation: 14, 25, 55, 144, 221 papers 

were published with “dendrite-free” in their titles, from 2015 to 2019, respectively (according to Web of 

Science database). In most of the papers, the use of “dendrite-free” is justified by SEM micrograph of Li 

electrodeposition performed in coin cell, where the internal pressure is large. As discussed previously, the 

presence of pressure can significantly change the Li morphology via mechanical forces (Fig. 18B).228 With 

this predominant influence from local pressure, other factors contribution could turn out to have negligible 

effect on the Li morphology. To evaluate the genuine effect of a strategy on Li electrodeposition, it is high 

recommended that the electrodeposition be carried out using more classical apparatus to rule out the effect 

of pressure (Fig. 26A). For example, a very early study on electrokinetics of Li was based on a rotating-

disk electrode.97 The electron microscopy observation at multiple magnifications of the Li deposits obtained 

under the condition specified above is able to reveal the authentic Li landscape. By coupling the Li 

morphology with electrochemical plating/stripping efficiency test, this second question can be answered. 

Understanding Li electrodeposition relies on responding to the basic science questions, e.g. the two 

discussed above, whereas building commercially viable Li metal anode is an engineering issue. Based on 

the current knowledge, it is clear that Li deposition is influenced by many factors, physical (mass transport, 

mechanical forces, etc.), chemical (crystal anisotropy, SEI formation, etc.) and even technical (substrate 

surface impurity, etc.). From an engineering perspective, concerted effort from multiple strategies is 

required in maximizing the capability of a certain system. It is recently shown for Na anode, by tuning the 
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“often-neglected” parameters, up to 99.96% plating/stripping efficiency is achieved for over 500 cycles in 

a commercial electrolyte.387

The ultimate target of developing Li metal anodes is to build commercially viable full batteries that 

outperform Li-ion batteries. Simply using Li metal as the anode will not guarantee the superiority over Li-

ion batteries in terms of energy density; instead, multiple technical parameters need to be strictly controlled 

(Fig. 26B). Full battery tests without paying specific attention to these parameters could generate 

superficially excellent cycling performance of little practical interest. To critically assess the performance 

of Li metal full batteries—— First, the amount of Li stored in the anode should be limited (Fig. 2A).384, 388 

The full battery experiment where the amount Li is not controlled, i.e. the N:P ratio is higher than 3:1, will 

be of less value in assessing its practicability. It is hence suggested that the N:P ratio be included as a crucial 

experimental parameter for future full battery evaluation of Li metal anode. Areal capacity is another 

electrode parameter that directly affects the resulting overall energy density. The weight from components 

including separator, electrode current collector, electrolyte, etc., increases as areal capacity decreases. The 

state-of-the-art Li-ion electrode has an areal capacity of 3~4 mAh/cm2.389 However, in Li metal full battery 

tests reported, cathode areal capacities lower than 0.5 mAh/cm2 (or < 3~5 mg/cm2 loading, depending on 

cathode chemistry) are often seen. Since the morphology/volume change associated with the Li metal 

electrode is much smaller in such cases, the cycling performance obtained is less informative in terms of 

viability of the Li metal anode. Furthermore, the electrolyte to Li mass ratio similarly strongly influences 

the resulting energy density.384 However, the continuous consumption of electrolyte due to side reactions 

leads to battery failure.390 As a result, excess amount of electrolyte is sometimes added. For example, for 

coin cell (CR2032) experiments reported recently, 60 μL is common value, which weighs around 50 mg/cm2; 

in a Li||LCO battery, assuming an areal capacity of 3 mAh/cm2 and an N:P ratio of 3:1, the mass of Li anode 

and the cathode are 3 and 20 mg/cm2, respectively. Leading to an unrealistic Li:electrolyte ratio, where 

electrolyte accounts for the majority of the overall mass. In this case the electrolyte consumption issue can 

not be critically evaluated. If a 350 Wh/kg energy density goal is to be achieve, the maximum electrolyte 
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amount per cell capacity is 3 mg/mAh.391 Therefore, it is recommended that these three crucial parameters, 

i.e. N:P ratio, areal capacity and electrolyte:Li ratio, be reported in future studies on Li metal full battery 

performance. Finally, we notice that most Li anode cycling experiments were performed in coin-type cells, 

while pouch-type cells are more practical. The powdering of Li metal has been reported to be a more 

prominent issue of pouch-type Li metal batteries than in coin-type cells.392, 393 This indicates that new issues 

could emerge as one transitions from coin-type cells to pouch-type cells that are more commercially-

relevant.

In conclusion, Li metal electrodeposition is a topic that is both of considerable application value and of vast 

scientific interest. The crucial role battery systems are playing in the whole green energy industry stimulates 

the reviving trend of research about Li metal anode. It is the complicated nature of Li electrodeposition in 

battery anode that triggered a multidisciplinary scrutiny, which greatly enriches the fundamental knowledge 

of electrochemistry, e.g. the role of an SEI. It is expected that the puzzle of Li growth can be resolved in 

the future by advanced characterization techniques. From the application aspect, the current plateauing 

trend of Li metal anodes’ electrochemical performance at a point that is not of commercial viability is 

gradually taking shape, despite of the exponential growth of the usage of “dendrite-free” in the literature. 

It indicates that transformative breakthroughs are urgently needed. This type of breakthroughs could emerge 

from the fundamental scientific advancement in understanding Li electrodeposition, creating Li-specific 

solutions, since Li metal’s electrochemical behaviors, possibly owing to its high chemical reactivity and 

low electrochemical potential as an alkali metal, are distinct from classical metal electrodeposition systems, 

e.g. Cu and Zn.
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Year CE Cycle 
life

Electrolyte Strategy Current 
density 
(mA 
cm−2)

Areal 
capacity 
(mAh 
cm−2)

Reference

2017 0.996 225 4M LiFSI in DME substrate 2 0.3-1.2 394

2019 0.994 100 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

temperature 0.5 1 185

2019 0.994 100 LiPF6 in 
EC/DMC/FEC

3D framework 0.8 8 44

2018 0.992 250 10M LiFSI in DMC electrolyte 0.2 1 395

2018 0.992 500 LiPF6 in 
FEC/FEMC/HFE

electrolyte 0.2 1 396

2019 0.991 450 LiTFSI/LiNO3/LiFSI 
in DOL/DME

electrolyte 0.5 1 397

2015 0.991 400 LiTFSI/Li2S8/LiNO3 
in DOL/DME 

electrolyte 2 1 273

2015 0.991 500 4M LiFSI in DME electrolyte 0.2 1 264

2017 0.991 360 LiTFSI/Py13TFSI in 
DOL/DME

electrolyte 1 1 249

2019 0.990 400 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

substrate 2 1 368

2019 0.990 900 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

substrate 1 1 398

2019 0.990 180 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

substrate 0.5 1 399

2019 0.990 140 10M LiFSI in DMC substrate 1 1 400

2017 0.990 90 LiTFSI in DOL/DME interphase 0.5 1 148

2018 0.990 150 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 0.5 0.5 401
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2014 0.990 150 LiTFSI/LiNO3/Li2S8 
in DOL/DME

3D framework 0.25 1 402

2018 0.990 200 LiTFSI in DOL/DME 3D framework 0.5 2 403

2017 0.990 150 LiPF6/AlCl3 in 
EC/DMC/DEC

electrolyte 0.5 2 404

2014 0.990 120 LiFSI/LiTFSI in 
DOL/DME 

electrolyte 0.25 0.625 267

2019 0.989 150 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 0.5 1 405

2018 0.987 250 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 1 2 406

2017 0.987 120 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 0.5 1 386

2016 0.986 200 LiTFSI/LiNO3/Li2S8 

in DOL/DME
3D framework 1 2 407

2019 0.985 350 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 0.5 0.5 408

2019 0.985 100 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

charging protocol 0.5 1 409

2017 0.985 200 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 3 410

2017 0.985 100 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 1 411

2015 0.985 50 LiTFSI/LiNO3/Li2S6 
in DOL/DME 

3D framework 0.5 1 412

2017 0.985 600 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 2 413

2017 0.985 38 LiPF6 in FEC/DMC electrolyte 0.5 1 414

2017 0.985 300 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 0.25 0.5 352

2017 0.983 200 LiPF6 in 
EC/EMC/FEC

interphase 0.5 1 415

2019 0.983 160 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 2 416

2017 0.982 100 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 1 1 344

2017 0.980 350 LiPF6 in 
EC/DEC/FEC 

interphase 0.5 1 417

2016 0.980 300 LiPF6 in 
EC/DEC/FEC/VC

substrate 0.5 1 418

2018 0.980 100 LiPF6 in FEC electrolyte 0.5 2 155

2017 0.980 200 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

substrate 1 1 419

2016 0.980 90 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

separator 0.5 0.5 420
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2017 0.980 100 LiPF6 in 
EC/DEC/FEC 

electrolyte 0.1 0.5 151

2018 0.979 200 LiTFSI in DOL/DME 3D framework 1 1 421

2015 0.979 120 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 1 422

2016 0.977 80 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 1 3 423

2016 0.976 240 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 1 0.5 424

2017 0.975 100 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 0.5 1 425

2019 0.974 150 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 1 426

2018 0.972 120 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

interphase 0.5 1 339

2018 0.970 200 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 1 2 427

2014 0.970 50 LiPF6 in EC/DEC substrate 0.5 1 428

2016 0.970 150 LiPF6 in 
EC/DMC/FEC

3D framework 0.5 2 429

2016 0.970 180 LiFNFSI in 
DOL/DME

electrolyte 0.5 1.5 430

2016 0.970 250 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME

3D framework 0.5 1 431

2017 0.950 70 LiPF6 in VC electrolyte 0.5 2 432

2017 0.950 100 LiTFSI in DOL/DME interphase 0.2 0.1 433

2017 0.950 300 LiTFSI/LiNO3 in 
DOL/DME with 20 
nm pore-size Al2O3

electrolyte 0.25 0.25 201

2016 0.950 50 LiTFSI/LiNO3/CsNO3 
in DOL/DME

interphase 0.5 0.5 343

2004 0.950 50 LiPF6/VC in 
EC/DMC

electrolyte 0.6 0.44 143

2012 0.940 45 LiPF6 in EC/EMC 3D framework 2 4 434

2016 0.930 50 LiFSI/LiTFSI in 
DOL/DME

substrate + 
electrolyte 

0.5 0.5 435

2015 0.920 100 LiPF6 in EC/DEC separator 0.5 1 436

2017 0.900 50 LiPF6 in EC/DEC interphase 1 2 437

2016 0.900 120 LiPF6 in 
EC/DMC/LiF

electrolyte 0.25 1 149

Table1. Summary of Li plating/stripping Coulombic Efficiency (CE) reported in the Literature
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EC

DMC

DEC

FEC

VC

PC

DME

DOL

LiDFOB

LiBOB

LiTFSI

LiFSI

LiBETI

Table 2. Abbreviations of the molecules used in the electrolyte for Li metal anode.
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Figure 1. Motivations for developing stable Li metal anode. (A) The role of battery systems in green 
energy industry. Reprinted with permission from ref. 12. Copyright (2015) Springer Nature. (B-1) 
Electrochemical potentials and specific capacities of Li-based battery chemistries. (B-2) Energy densities 
of fossil fuels (Red), Li metal batteries (Green), Li-ion batteries (Yellow) and Zn-MnO2 battery (Grey) as 
a reference. (C-1) number of publications and (C-2) number of citations related to “Lithium metal 
anode”, up to October, 2019. Database: Web of Science. 
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Figure 2. Reversibility requirement for a practical lithium metal anode. (A) Dependence of Specific 
capacity of Li metal anode on N:P ratio. Capacity retention of Li metal under a (B-1) N:P=1:1 condition 
and a (B-2) N:P=3:1 condition.
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Figure 3. Summary of Li plating/stripping reversibility reported in the literature.
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Figure 4. A roadmap for developing practical lithium metal battery systems.
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Figure 5. The origins of Li loss. (A) Irregular, noncompact growth of Li leads to chemical and physical 
instabilities. Reprinted with permission from ref.44. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society. (B-1) 
Li plating/stripping Coulombic Efficiency in different electrolytes. (B-2) Quantification of Li loss via 
different mechanisms. Reprinted with permission from ref.50. Copyright (2019) Springer Nature.
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Figure 6. Influence of crystal anisotropy on Li electrodeposition. (A) X-ray diffraction characterization 
of texturing in Li foil and Li deposits. Reprinted with permission from ref.58. Copyright (2017) National 
Academy of Sciences. (B) TEM characterization showing single crystalline Li electrodeposit. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.61. Copyright (2011) AIP Publishing. (C) TEM characterization showing 
amorphous Li electrodeposits covered by polycrystalline LiF. Reprinted with permission from ref.63. 
Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.  (D) Atomic-resolution cryo-TEM characterization showing 
single crystalline Li electrodeposits. Reprinted with permission from ref.65. Copyright (2017) AAAS.
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Figure 7. Wulff plots of metals of interest as battery anode. Reprinted with permission from ref.51. 
Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 8. Electrochemical epitaxy in battery anodes. (A) schematic diagram illustrating the epitaxial 
growth of Zn metal on graphene. Reprinted with permission from ref.15. Copyright (2019) AAAS. (B) 
homoepitaxy of Li observed in a tetraglyme-based electrolyte. Reprinted with permission from ref.77. 
Copyright (2018) John Wiley and Sons. (C) textured Li meta deposits on reduced graphene oxide. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.78. Copyright (2019) John Wiley and Sons.
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Figure 9. Suppressing electroconvective instabilities at the Li anode using ultra high molecular weight 
polymers as additives in liquid electrolytes. (A) Components of the velocity field near a cation selective 
membrane predicted by Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) as a function of distance from the electrode 
normalized by the inter-electrode spacing L. The calculations are for V = 40 RT/F and for -1/L = 10-5. Here 
-1 is the Debye screening length determined by the salt concentration in the electrolyte. The inset shows 
that the electroconvective flow has velocity components with non-zero average values both parallel <u> 
and normal <v> to the electrode surface. Reprinted with permission from ref.95. Copyright (2019) American 
Physical Society.  (B) Current voltage diagram measured in an 1M LITFSI EC-PC electrolyte with varying 
concentrations of a high molar mass polymethyl methacrylate PMMA (Mw = 1.5 x 106, Mw/Mn =1.1). 
Reprinted with permission from ref.81. Copyright (2018) AAAS. (C) Left: Ionic conductivity versus 
temperature and Right: Electrochemical impedance spectra at 25oC for the electrolytes in B with varying 
PMMA concentration. Reprinted with permission from ref.81. Copyright (2018) AAAS. (D) Velocity field, 
cation concentration field, and distribution of polymer chain stretch predicted by DNS. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.95. Copyright (2019) American Physical Society.
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Figure 10. Influence of mass transport in Li electrodeposition. (A) Effect of Li+ ion transport in the 
liquid electrolyte. Reprinted with permission from ref.84. Copyright (2016) The Royal Society of Chemistry.  
(B) Effect of competition between Li+ ion transport flux and chemical reaction rate. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.111. Copyright (2017) Materials Research Society. (C) Effect of self-diffusion of Li 
atoms. Reprinted with permission from ref.120. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 11. Influence of Solid-electrolyte interphase on Li electrodeposition. (A) Illustration showing 
the composition and structure of SEI. Reprinted with permission from ref.129. Copyright (2017) IOP 
Publishing. (B) Influence of SEI heterogeneity on Li electrodeposition morphology. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.134. Copyright (2014) Springer Nature. (C) Influence of organic solvent. Li deposition 
morphology in 1M LiPF6 in (1) VC, (2) FEC and (3) VEC. Reprinted with permission from ref.142. 
Copyright (2013) IOP Publishing. (D) Influence of salt. Li deposition morphology in PC + (1) LiBOB, (2) 
LiPF6, (3) LiAsF6, (4) LiTFSI, (5) LiI, (6) LiDFOB, (7) LiBF4, (8) LiCF3SO3 and (9) LiClO4. Reprinted 
with permission from ref. 142. Copyright (2013) IOP Publishing.
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Figure 12. Structure and composition of solid-electrolyte interphase revealed by advanced cryo-
electron microscopy. (A) Cryo-HAADF, EELS-STEM mapping of the Li dendrites in 1M LiPF6 
EC/DMC. Reprinted with permission from ref.136. Copyright (2018) Springer Nature. (B) Cryo-TEM 
study of the lithiation of CuO wires. Reprinted with permission from ref.138. Copyright (2019) American 
Chemical Society. (C) TEM characterization of the SEI formed in 1.2M LiDFOB in EC.DMC and in 0.6 
M LiBF4+0.6M LiBOB in EC/DMC. Reprinted with permission from ref.141. Copyright (2018) The Royal 
Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 13. Stripping process of Li revealed by advanced electron microscopy. (A) SEM study of the 
stripping process of Li electrodeposits. Reprinted with permission from ref.145. Copyright (2018) National 
Academy of Sciences. (B) Cryogenic electron microscopy study of Li stripping in 1M LiPF6 w/ and /o 
FEC additive. Reprinted with permission from ref.146. Copyright (2018) Elsevier.
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Figure 14. Model prediction of Li dendrite initiation due to mass transport limit in SEI. (A) the thickness 
of SEI versus time. (B) The concentration of Li+ at the Li surface versus time. (C) The relative magnitude 
of current densities on dendrite tip and on flat electrode. Reprinted with permission from ref.160. Copyright 
(2018) IOP Publishing.
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Figure 15. Influence of temperature on Li electrodeposition. (A) Li deposition at sub-ambient 
temperatures. Reprinted with permission from ref.178, 180. Copyright (2015) IOP Publishing. Copyright (2016) 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. (B) Li deposition at elevated temperatures. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.183. Copyright (2019) John Wiley and Sons. (C) Cryo-TEM characterization of the SEI 
formed at elevated temperature. Reprinted with permission from ref.190. Copyright (2019) Springer Nature.
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Figure 16. Mechanical properties of micro-sized Li metal. (A) Compression test of Li micropillars. 
Reprinted with permission from ref.203. Copyright (2017) National Academy of Sciences. (B) Indentation 
test of bulk lithium and electrodeposited mossy Li. Reprinted with permission from ref.215. Copyright (2019) 
AIP Publishing.
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Figure 17. Theoretical Young’s moduli of SEI components. Reprinted with permission from ref.218. 
Copyright (2015) Elsevier.
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Figure 18.  Influence of mechanical pressure on Li electrodeposition. (A) Model describing the stress 
state of Li electrodeposit. Reprinted with permission from ref.221. Copyright (2016) IOP Publishing. (B) Li 
deposition morphology w/ and w/o compression. Reprinted with permission from ref.228. Copyright (2017) 
American Chemical Society. (C) Li plating/stripping efficiency w/ and w/o compression. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.229. Copyright (2018) Elsevier. (D) Capacity retention of anode-free Li metal batteries 
under different pressure conditions. Reprinted with permission from ref.230. Copyright (2019) IOP 
Publishing.
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Figure 19. Phase map showing the effect of current and electrolyte modulus on Li morphology. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.225. Copyright (2017) the Owner Societies.
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Figure 20.  Influence of other external factors on Li electrodeposition. (A) Effect of magnetic field. 
Lorentz force is used to suppress the dendritic growth of Li metal. Reprinted with permission from ref.237. 
Copyright (2019) John Wiley and Sons. (B) Effect of gravity. Electrodeposition morphology of copper in 
microgravity conditions and in normal gravity conditions. Reprinted with permission from ref.241. Copyright 
(2013) Elsevier. (C) Effect of bubbling. Accumulation of Zn metal deposits on hydrogen bubbles. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.244. Copyright (2002) Springer Nature. (D) Effect of chemical corrosion. 
Illustration showing the morphology evolution of Li electrodeposits caused by chemical reaction. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.247. Copyright (2019) Springer Nature.
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Figure 21. Electrolyte innovations for stabilized Li metal anode. (A) Superconcentrated electrolytes 

based on 4M LiFSI in DME stabilizes deposition of lithium by solvent-salt coordination. Reprinted with 

permission from ref.264. Copyright (2015) Springer Nature. (B) Localized high concentration electrolytes 

are successful in maintaining low viscosity while improving the local concentration of salts and thereby the 

performance. Reprinted with permission from ref.300.Copyright (2018) Elsevier. (C) Fine tuning of the salt 

and solvent chemistry and ratio can lead to very stable performance of lithium metal battery in an anode 

free configuration with high voltage operation.313. Copyright (2018) Springer Nature. (D) Using an in-situ 

polymerization method, it is possible to improve the interfacial conductivity of solid polymer electrolytes. 

Reprinted with permission from ref.316. Copyright (2019) Springer Nature. (E) Increasing the ceramic 

content in the composite electrolyte it is possible to maintain the particle-particle contact for transport while 

retaining flexibility due to polymers. Reprinted with permission from ref.322. Copyright (2018) Elsevier.
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Figure 22. Design principles of artificial solid electrolyte interphase. The diagram illustrates current 
challenges associated with alkali metal anodes and potential approaches to overcome them that are based 
on fundamental understanding. Some representative works are shown in this figure which includes but not 
limited to electrolyte innovation, surface/interphase treatment, and structural control. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.22, 151, 273, 278, 280, 318, 344, 345, 352, 353, 358, 438, 439. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. 
Copyright (2017) John Wiley and Sons. Copyright (2015) Springer Nature. Copyright (2017) American 
Chemical Society. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. Copyright (2017) Springer Nature. 
Copyright (2017) John Wiley and Sons. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society. Copyright (2017) 
John Wiley and Sons. Copyright (2016) John Wiley and Sons. Copyright (2016) Springer Nature. Copyright 
(2019) Springer Nature. Copyright (2014) Springer Nature.
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Figure 23. Design of 3D architectures for Li metal anode. (A)Illustration for Li electrodeposition at 

nanoporous Cu current collector. Reprinted with permission from ref.372. Copyright (2019) Elsevier. (B) 

Illustration for fabrication and structure of thermally infused Li on cuprite coated Cu foam. Reprinted with 

permission from ref.373. Copyright (2019) Elsevier. (C) Illustration of fabrication steps for amine 

functionalized self-smoothing mesoporous carbon fibers. Reprinted with permission from ref.382. Copyright 

(2019) Springer Nature.
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Figure 24. Li deposition morphology in a non-planar electrode. SEM images of Li deposits in (a)(b)1M 

LiPF6 in EC/DMC, (c)(d) 1M LiPF6 in 10w%FEC-EC/DMC and (e)(f) 1M LiTFSI + 0.5% LiNO3 in 

DOL/DME. Scale bars: left (a,c,e) 40 μm; right (b,d,f) 10 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref.44. 

Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 25. Overall specific capacity achieved by Li metal anodes with “host” architectures. (A) 
dependence of gravimetric specific capacity of Li metal anode on the areal mass of host architecture. (B) 
dependence of volumetric capacity of Li metal anode on the thickness of host architecture.
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Figure 26. Rationalized characterization and evaluation of Li metal anode. (A) Illustration showing 
the influence of pressure in coin cell on Li electrodeposition morphology. (B) Illustration showing the 
requirements for a meaningful full battery evaluation of Li metal anode.
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Rational approaches for achieving fine control of the electrodeposition morphology of Li are required 
to create commercially-relevant rechargeable Li metal batteries.
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